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1. De »rule of parsimony* blijkt regelmatig impliciet gebruikt te worden.

Het is daarom zinvol een rechtvaardiging voor deze regel te zoeken.

Dit zou bijvoorbeeld Kunnen gebeuren door een modelberekening aan een

eenvoudig systeem.

L.Pauling. J.Am.Chan.Soe 51_. 1010 (1929).

Dit proefschrift, par. 1.3.2 en biz. 11B.

A.B.A.Schippers, proefschrift. Lelden. 1975.

2. Beperking van het begrip fysisch tensor veld in de kondities voor een

kontinue fase-overgang tot normaalvibraties en »strain" is zinvol zo-

lang men õf de statische elektronendichtheid óf de gemiddelde plaats

van de kernen als voldoende beschouwt om de stru:tuur van een verbin-

ding vast te leggen.

Dit proefschrift, hoofdstuk 2.

3. Het valt te betwijfelen of de verbetering van de Landau theorie van

fase-overgangen die Hosoya zegt te geven werkelijk als een verbetering

beschouwd kan worden.

PI.Hosoya, J.Phys.Soc.Jap., 42_, 399 11977).

4. Auger spektra en inelastische neutronenverstrooiingsexperimenten kun-

nen dienstig zijn voor een kwantitatieve uitwerking van de kwalita-

tieve resultaten In het laatste hoofdstuk van dit proefschrift.

5. Om de struktuur van het fotochemische reaktiecentrum P700 te bepalen,

worden de laatste tijd veel metingen verricht aan in vitro systemen

waarvan men veronderstelt dat ze dezelfde struktuur hebben als P700.

De voortgang van het onderzoek zou ermee gebaat zijn als de elkaar op

het punt van de struktuur van P700 bestrijdende groepen van Katz en

Fang experimenten uitvoerden aan eikaars in vitro preparaten.

L.L.Shipman, T.M.Cotton, J.R.Norris, J.J.Katz, Proc.Natl.Acad.Sci.

USA, 73_, 1791 (1976).

F.K.Fong en V.J.Koester, Biochim.Biophys.Acta, 423, 52 (1976).



6. Het valt te betreuren dat Schichida et al. geen picosekonde flitsfoto-

lyse hebben gedaar. in de 530 nm band van rhodopsine van runderen.

Y.Schichida et al.. Photochem., Photobiol.. 27. 335 f1978).

7. Het klakkeloos overnemen van foutieve diagrammen van het ene leerboek

in het andere draagt niet bij tot het aankweken van een kritische in-

stelling bij studenten.

M.Orchin en H.H.Jaffé, Symmetry, Orbitals and Spectra, Wiley. New

York, 1971, fig. 7.8.

8. Een van de redenen dat het Matteuseffekt geldt is de hang naar respek-

tabiliteit van onderzoekers.

R.K.Merton, The Sociology of Science, Chicago. 1973, blz. 439.

Dit proefschrift, hoofdstuk 1, referenties 1, 2 en 3.

9. Pogingen tot klassifikatie van de voorgestelde sektorraden in termen

van het model van BShme et al. voor wetenschapsontwikkeling leider tot

verschillende indelingsmogelijkheden. Dit is enerzijds een indikatie

voor een manier waarop het model verfijnd kan worden. Anderzijds blijkt

uit verschillen in indeling een verschil in opvatting over de aard van

het maatschappelijk aandachtsveld te volgen.

G.Böhme, w.van den Oaele, W.Krohn, Die Finalisierung der Wissenschaft,

Zeitschrift für Soziologie, 2_, 128 (1973).

10. Om de samenwerking tussen onderwijskundigen en onderwijsmakers te ver-

beteren zou een beter begrip van het verschil in funktie die onderwijs-

modellen voor deze twee groepen hebben dienstig zijn.

P.J.van Eijl, J.C.M.Ván Eijndhoven, n.M.Zaalberg, Het modulaire on-

derwijsmodel, toegepast in interdisciplinair onderwijs (wordt gepu-

bliceerd).

11. De voortgang van het werk van een kommissie wordt mede bepaald door

psychologische processen die ertoe leiden dat unanimiteit bevorderd

wordt en verschillen in uitgangspunten verdoezeld. Het gevolg hier-



van is dat adviezen van kommissies minder geschikt zijn ter ;corbe-

reiding van politieke besluitvorming dan procedures dis op een recht -

bankmodel gebaseerd zíjn.

12, Klassenstrijd tussen verbindingen kamt in de vaste stof cher-.ie eerder

tot uiting via de waardering van symmetrie dan via de invloed van de

chemie he industrie, getuige de namen aristotype (apioros - sterkste,

edel) en hettotype (nTTiOV « lager, 2wakker) voor hoog- en lägersym-

metrische Strukturen.

J.Slack, "Class struggle among the molecules", in T.Pateman (ed.).

"Counter course", a Handbook for course criticism. Penguin, Harmonds-

worth. 1972.

Emiel Broesterhulzen, Klassenstrijd tussen moleculen, Chem.Weekbl..

Jan. 1976, biz, m19.

H.D.Megaw, Crystal Structures, a working approach. Saunters, London.

1973.

13. Vermelding van de samenstelling van fotachemikaliën op ds ..rpakking

zou het voor chemici-fotoamateurs eenvoudiger maken zo milieuvriende-

lijk mogelijk te werk te gaan.

14. Nieuwe ontwikkelingen aan universiteiten zoais studie-onaerdelen W & S

en andere interdisciplinaire aktiviteiten zijr, meer gebaat Dij een

klassiek liberale universitaire sfeer dan bij sterke polarisatie.

Zie bijvoorbeeld ook R.P.Wolff, The ideal of a university. Beacon,

Boston, 1969.

15. Feminisme en "Wetenschap en Samenleving" komen daarin overeen, dat ze

beide zijn voortgekomen uit onvrede met de bestaarde situatie en beide

door velen met een korreltje zout worden genomen.

Helaas wordt hieruit wel de konklusie getrokken, dat vrouwen die zich

met W 8 S bezig houden met twee korrels zout mogen worden genomen.

Leiden, 21 juni 1978
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GENFRAL INTRODUCTION

In the book "Crystal Structure and Chemical Bonding in Inorganic

Chemistry" (North Holland, 1P75), the editors express the expectation that

relations between physical properties, chemical bond and crystal structure

will remain a central theme In inorganic chemistry for many years to come.

In order to relate the three aspects mentioned it is necessary to have

an adequate description of the outer electrons of the atoms. Outer s and p

electrons interact strongly with ions at neighbouring crystal sites and

have been described either in a localized or a delocallzed model, the lo-

calized model has been used to explain physical properties like electronic

and EPR-spectra of compounds, whereas conduction is explained in a deioca-

lized model. To explain the magnetic susceptibility of a compound both lo-

calized and delocalized models have been used, depending on the type of

compound considered.

In the localized model two approaches have been prominent each with

several modifications and refinements: the ionic and covalent bonding ap-

proach. Whereas the ionic concept has been used with success to classify

and explain crystal structures it has become clear (e.g. in the applica-

tion of crystal field theory) that the ionic model can not explain the ob-

served behaviour of molecules and that the electronic wave functions are

in general better described by molecular orbitais than by atomic orbitais.

A delocalized description of the electrons in which the electronic

states of the crystal lie in bands was Introduced by Bloch, Peierls and

Wilson taround 1930) to explain the sharp differences between the con-

ducting behaviour of metals and non-metals. Depending on the number of

electrons and the degeneracy of the bands a compound can have different

conducting behaviour. According to simple Wilson band theory a non-metal

is a material in which all bands are full or empty, while in a metal one

or more bands are only partly filled.

However, it became clear that the simple band theory had to be modi-

fied by including electron-electron correlations, as a number of transi-



tion metal compounds with partially filled d-bands were insulators

of metals. For these systems Hubbard introduced a model in which the inter-

action between electrons is Included only when they are on the same atom.

His calculations showed that depending an the ratio of the band width and

correlation strength such a compound can be metallic or insulating. The

effect of the electron-electron Interaction is to counteract the huilding

up of an excess charge at acartaln site. In this way we see an atomic be-

haviour emerge from the effect of electron correlation in band theory.

Up to this point we only considered the physical properties and the

chemical bond without explicit reference to the crystal structure. But of

course the description of electrons in terms of energy bands presupposes

such a structure.

In most cases the interaction between electrons and nuclei can be

dealt with In the Born-Oppenheimer approximation in which the states of

the system are represented by product functions of electronic and nuclear

functions and the behaviour of electrons and nuclei can be calculated se-

parately; the positions of the nuclei then appear parametrically in the

electronic functions. The interaction between the electrons and the vi-

brations of the nuclei is called electron-phunon interaction in the band mo-

del and influences the conduction of the system. If, however, the electi-on-

phonon interaction is so strong that the Born-Oppenheimer approximation is

no longer valid the Interaction can trigger a deformation of the crystal

structure of the system, an example is the cooperative Jahn-Teller effect.

Bari showed that electron-lattice interaction in the insulating limit

of the Hubbard model can lead to charge ordering. Both the Jahn-Teller

theorem and the Hubbard model are tools In the description of physical

properties, chemical bonding and crystal structures of systems with part-

ly filled energy levels.

In applications of the Jahn-Teller theorem and the Hubbard model

usually some advance 'knowledge is assumed about the expected crystal struc-

ture of the system. For although quantummechanics leads to a correct des-

cription of a given system of nuclei and electrons, the present techni-

ques do not permit a derivation from first principles of the configura-

tion for which the free energy of the system is minimal. This is true

already if the system consists of only a few nuclei and electrons. It is.

10



of course, even more so for a solid with its very large number of ions and

electrons.

Quite a lot of structures occurring in compounds with completely filled

energy levels or bands can be explained satisfactorily in a simple electro-

static model. In many cases it is also possible to explain structures of

less simple systems starting from the electrostatic basic, structures and

superimposing the electronic and electron-lattice interactions.

Gooriencugh states that such deformations of the crystal structure arise

gradually, if the temperature is lowered and he calls such deformations elec-

tron ordering. The Jahn-Teller effect and charge ordering (the latter lead-

Ing to mixed valence compounds) are two of these ordering types, lhey both

can be thought to result from lowering of the symmetry due to thu presence

of partly filled narrow electronic bands in a highly symmetric idealised

structure as for Instance can be obtained by an electrostatic derivation.

Because charge ordering as well as Jahn-Teller ordering can result from

electron-lattice interactions in systems with parti, filled hands one can

asK whether both effects are alternatives or can be superimposed.

To investigate this question we have chosen a relatively simple cry-

stalline model: the cubic perovsKlte structure. This structure type has

been studied widely (see e.g. ftegawl. ft number of reasons can be given fr

this. One is the technological importance of some compounds belonging to

this structure type. A second reason is the relative simplicity of the struc-

ture, in which all ions hold a special position. A third reason is the large

number of different deviations Chetto-types) of the ideal cubic perovsKite

structure (aristo-type) that are found. Since the deviations are normally

small it seems reasonable to take the ideal structure as a starting point

to relate structural effects to properties of the constituting ions.

Two of the compounds snowing a deformed cubic perovskite structure

are Cs,,Au Au Cl and KCu F,, which are examples of charge ordering and

of the Jahn-Teller ordering respectively. In an Idealized picture both com-

pounds can be thought to have a cubic perovskite structure, where each ta-

lon (Cu or Au ) has nine d-electrons in its outer shell (respectively

the 3d- and 5d-shellsl.

Therefore we have chosen as the purpose of this thesis to investi-

gate the relationship between Jahn-Teller ordering and charge ordering

11



with special reference to the cubic perovskite structure. As examples we

taKe the compounds Cs_AuIAuIIICl_ and KCu^F-.
i b J

Our approach will be based on an general treatment including both types

of ordering, which in chapter 2 is elaborated from a common expansion of the

free energy and in chapter 4 from a common Hamiltonlan.

In chapter 1 of this thesis we treat the electrostatic picture of the

cubic perovskite structure and the "physical landscape"; a review of some

related structures and deformations. Our compounds Cs_AuAuCl and KCuF

are reviewed more extensively, by considering also the usual treatments to

explain the deformations of these compounds with respect to the cubic perov-

skite structure. In chapter 2 we apply the Landau theory of continuous phase

transitions to our systems. A short review of some recent developments in

the theory is given with emphasis on the possible existence of induced para-

meters In addition to a primary order parameter. We relate the existence of

these pai meters to an extension of the chain subduction rule of Birman.

With the help of the Landau theory we can show the resemblance between our

compounds. From the resemblance we conclude that it must be possible to

treat both systems in a unified way by using a model Including both elec-

tron-electron interaction and electron-lattice interaction. In our treat-

ment we use a Uannler type wave function because of the localized nature of

the electrons and the strength of the electron-lattice interactions. In such

a localized treatment localized displacement fields have to be used. Such a

localized displacement field can be obtained in many different ways. One

could use the Cartesian displacements of the ions involved, or one can use

intuitively obtained displacement fields of the right symmetry for the in-

teraction to be dealt with. As will be shown in chapter 3 such an intuitive

approach is right in the case of a molecular crystal or when a molecular

unit in a crystal is considered but when one ion is a common ligand of two

transition metal ions complications may arise. In chapter 3 we derive sys-

tematically which symmetries are possible for localized displacement fields

and apply this theory to some cubic systems a.o. the cubic perovskite sys-

tem. In chapter 4 we apply a Mubbard model to a system in which not only

the electronic band is a degenerate band but where also the vibrational band

which Is taken to induce the electron-lattice effects is degenerate.

We use a localized form of the lattice displacements. We calculate

12
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which structures can be found with this model in a cubic perovskite struc-

ture where the D-ion counts nine d-electrons in its outer shell and com-

pare these with the structures found in Cs,,AuAuCl_ and KCuF,.
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CHAPTER 1

STRUCTURE AND BONDING IN CUBIC PEROVSKITES

1.1 INTRODUCTION

In this chapter we discuss the electrostatic model for crystal struc-

tures, with special emphasis on the cubic perovskite structure. We relate

deformations in the cubic perovskite structure to Gondenough's classifi-

cation of electron ordering types, which will be treated in section 1.2.

In sections 1.3 and 1.4 we treat the structures and some physical proper-

ties of the compounds which we have chosen for a comparison of Jahn-Teller

ordering and charge ordering in the cubic perovskite lattice: KCu F_ and

Cs_Au Au Cl_. We add a short description of earlier discussions of the
z b

electron ordering in these compounds.

In section 1.5 we compare the structure of some Ag -fluorides with

the structure of K£uF„ and suggest that an unified description of KCuF„

and Cs_AuAuCl_ may enhance understanding of these silver complexes.

1.2 MODELS FOR THE STRUCTURES OF COMPOUNDS ABX3

Only from a fixed configuration of nuclei the crystal hinding ener-

gies of solids can be calculated quantummechanically. To quote

Slater [j] :

"It mould he a good thing in the theory of solida, if we had a com-

plete treatment of the energy ae a function of nuclear positions,

for then we could look for the atomic positions leading to miniimm

energy, and hence find how the atoms would actually arrange them-

selves in real solide.

Q...f] Unfortunately, this represents a program which has been

only slightly worked out ao far, and hence lies largely in the future".

15



flater was speaking of ci quantummechanical approach, but even referring t.

electrostatic approaches Weils Qj] could say that systematic studies of pos-

sible structure types heve not been numerous. As early as 1929, hovever.

Pauling QjJ presented a set of rules to improve the understanding of crystal

structures and to check the correctness of a crystal structure determination.

Starting from these rules a systematic derivation of crystal structures

has been worked out by Schippers et al Q>5,l?] with emphasis Q-'O o r struc-

tures with close-packed layers AX (A large cations, X anion; r Ä
= ry'" ^ n

such AX layers two close-packed patterns are possible such that each

A ion has no other A ions as nearest neighbours. It was argued [jj] that t'iese

orderings are the most natural because of the relative abundance of the anions

and the tendency of ions of like charge to avoid each others neighbourhood.

Only one of these two patterns, the so-called triangular pattern (shown in

fig. 1.1), can be stacked in the third dimension such that a smaller cation

can be accomodated in [octal Iral) holes between anions.

Figure 1

AX- layer with triangular (T-)

type of order. The A ions are

hatched.

In compounds of composition ABX_ (r.-r , r < r , A and B cations, X
J n A D n

anions) where the B ions are located at the available interstices between

the close-packed AX_ layers, various stackings are found. An 110-section

of these stackings is shown in fig. 1.2. In table 1.1 we show the space-

groups with the highest possible symmetries that can result from these

most symmetric structures and examples of compounds having these struc-

tures.

Small deviations of the highest possible symmetry in a compound

can be calculated quantummechanically taking the ideal structure as a

reference. Such an approach can be very fruitful as was 'shown by Kroese

[j5]. He explained the deformations found in CsCuCl, by superimposing a

Jahn-Teller interaction on the h-stacked basic structure (with spacegroup

P63/mmc). Topological approaches of deformations in one of these struc-

ture types (c) can be found in [jQ,14].

16
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stacking order
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c

he

hec

hhc

Highest poai lb la

number of layers

2

3

4

6

8

Table 1.1

»ymmetry groupB of ABX„ compounds

•pacegroup of highest symmetry

P6_/mmc -D
J on

Bn3m -O^ I

P63/mmc "^fih

P63/™nc - D * h

R3m -Ü3d

H

examples

csngci3 H

lZnF3[ti]C3Cai:lJ [lij

RbHgci3 [nj

CsFeF3 Q/)

(:ärof3 [ l i ]

The cubic perovskite structure

The three layer cubic stacking (3D is commonly called the cubic

perovskite structure and its stability range is estimated to be very wide

QT] . This is a result of the close packing and of the relatively high co-

ordination numbers of the ions. Because of these properties the stacking

is even found when the ion sizes are no longer ideally suited to fit the

structure. A number of different deformations can adapt the structure to

the sizes and also to deviating properties of constituting ions. Such a

symmetry lowering was called electron ordering by Goodenough | J G ] . Good-

enough classified nine possible types of electron ordering, other than

magnetism and superconductivity. Four of these have not been found in

the cubic perovskite structure. The other five are:

1. Ordering of two valence states among ions of the same atom on the same

suhlattice.

According to Goodenough such ordering optimizes the Madelung energy. He

mentions the spinel Fe (Fe XFe ) where below 119 K the crystal is

distorted by ordering of the B-slte Fe and Fe ions. ,
where Au and Au have been ordered at the Fj-site can be seen as an

example of this effect in the cubic perovskite structure. This type of

ordering we will call charge ordering.

111



2. Cooperative Jahn-Teller ordering.

If in the basic structure the cation ground state is degenerate (which will

occur frequently for d-ions in structures with high symmetry like the cubic

perovsklte structure), the energy of the system can be lowered by a split-

ting of the degenerate level as a result of symmetry lowering of the site.

In systems with high concentrations of these ions as for instance in KCuF,

this can result in an overall distortion of the crystal structure: the co-

operative Jahn-Telier effect.

3. Small cation in a large Interstice.

Goodenough mentions the ferroelectric BafiO_ as the classical example of

this effect. In BaTI03 the B-íon (Ti) is thought to be too small, but if

on the contrary the A-ion is smaller than the X-ion another type of deforma-

tion Is found. In these deformations, a rotation of X-ions around either a

threefold axis or a fourfold axis results in a reduction of the size of the

A-hole. The symmetries of the resulting structures are R3c(D_ ) and I4/mcm
18

(D ), and are found in LaAlD_ and SrTiO_ (see also chapter 2). If the A-
In o «j

ion is so small that a sufficient reduction of the A-hole can not be attained

by a rotation of X-ions alone but has to be assisted by shifting the A-ions

from their original positions, another structure is found of which the space-
1 R

group is Pbnm(D ). It is the structure of GdFeU .

4. Low spin state to high spin state transition.

This transition can occur with a cation for which thu exchange energy is al-

most equal to the Coulomb energy. Since the Coulomb energy is more sensitive

[j6] to variations in the lattice parameters it is possible that temperature

variations in lattice parameters could induce a transition from the high-

spin to the low-spin state. An example of this effect is found in LaCoO

0*Q I see also chapter 4 ) .

5. Spin-orbit coupling.

For Goodenough QfQ who was considering magnetism, spin-orbit coupling was

important as an extra effect that could supplement magnetic ordering. For

us It is more important in that It can influence and even quench out split-

tings due to the Jahn-Teller effect in systems where both are present (vide

infra (section 4.5))
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We lihe to mention that not all types of electron ordering fit into

Goodenough's scheme. The CsGeCl^-structure £IB] contains Ge -ions dis-

placed along a C -axis in such a way that they are near a smaller Cl.,-tri-

angle and have a larger Cl -triangle at a greater distance. BrandwijK [VJ

suggested that the structure deformation was due to a free electron pair

of the d s -configuration of Ge . We will not consider this ordering

possibility further.

The interaction of Jahn-Teller effect and spin-orbit coupling indi-

cated that one type of electron ordering can supplement another in a given

compound. Another example of this is the possibility that a system which

shows a cooperative Jahn-Teller ordering can be further distorted by ion

size effects (e.g. MnF„ QsJ J. Apparently different types of electron or-

dering can co-exist. In principle therefore, if we want to study the va-

rious types of ordering, we could try to write down a Hamiltonian con-

taining all these interactions. In practice, however, it is impossible to

do so, and the most common approximation is to write down only those parts

of the interactions that one expects to give ordering effects in the sys-

tem under consideration.

A different situation seems, however, to exist for charge ordering

and Jahn-Teller ordering. From the structures of the compounds KCu F_
I III

and Cs..Au Au Cl_ it seems possible to draw the conclusion thdt these
£ b

are two possible but mutually exclusive ways to lower the energy of a sys-

tem.

Our airc is to study the relationship between these effects. We study

the compounds KCuF, and Cs-AuAuCl- because each is an example of one of

the two types of ordering whilst at the same time they would have nine

d-electrons in the outermost electronic shells of the transition metal

ions in the ideal cubic perovsklte structure.

Both compounds have been studied before separately, as examples of

a Jahn-Teller ordered and a charge ordered structure, respectively. In the

following two sections we review the physical properties of both compounds

and the models that have been used to explain t.ieir structures.
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1.3 KCuFn

1.3.1 Structural details of KCuF,

Two structures found in KCuF„ are Shawn in fig. 1.3. These structures

are called type â  and d respectively, lhe structural parameters cire repro-

duced in table 1.2.

Figures 3a and 3b: The KCuFg-etructure

fig. 3a: a-type fig. 3b: d-type

The difference between the two structures is to be found in the relative

displacements of the fluorine ions in one ab-plane with respect to the dis-

placement of the fluorine ions in the next plane. In type ji fluorine ions

in subsequent planes are displaced in opposite directions with respect to

the copper ions, whilst in type d the fluorine ions in all the layers are

displaced in the same direction.

From X-ray diffraction measurements in single crystals of KCuF3 Tsukuda

and OkazaKi QïOj could distinguish five structure types differing only in

the way the displacements of the fluorine ions towards and from the copper

ions in subsequent planes are ordered. The three types not shown were found

to be intermediate between types £ and d_, i.e. in these types the relation-

ship between the planes is not completely determined.
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typa

epace group

K

Cu

FID

F12)

X

°0

co

c

o

Table 1.2

Positions In KCuF3

a

18
4n

all petitions» (OQUillè)

4a OOi1003/4

4d OlOilOO

4b OjdJOi

8h t(x,J«x,Uil-x.x.O)

1). 2275(21)

4.1410(21

3.9237(2)

2co

P4/mbm-o|h

2b OOliill

2d 0(0)100

2c Olli 101

4g t(x,l»x,0il*x,x.0|

0.2271(233

4.1396(2)

3.9303(2)

Co

18,
orderQd, spacegroup ^

not completely ordered, partly ordered as in a_

not completely ordered, partly ordered as in (j

ordered, apacegroup P4/mbm(D4n)

type a

type b

intermediate

type c

type d

It has not been possible [2Ï] to determine the existence domain of all

the respective structures and it is unknown under what conditions a parti-

cular type can be grown. It seems, however, that all the structures are

stable over a large common temperature region Q Õ ] . This suggests small

energy differences and a relatively large energy barrier between the struc-

tures.

No transition to the cubic perovshite structure has been found experi-

mentally [22,23]. Of all structures measured in KCuF_, type £ tias been

found first. The same structure has been attributed afterwards to some Cr

[s]. Ag11 [24] and other Cu -fluorides [VJ . All the theoretical calcula-

tions of the Jahn-Teller ordering in the cubic perovsKite structure have

been based on type a.
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1.3.2 lhe cooperative Jahn-Teller ordering in KCuF3

Theoretical interest in deformations of the cubic perovskite struc-

ture included the study of the cooperative Jahn-Teller effect (CJTE) in

cubic perovskites. Three derivations of the Jahn-Teller effect in cubic

perovskite will be reviewed here: the onesby Kanamori [25]• Halperin and

Englman [26] and Schröder and Thomas [27].

The well-known Jahn-Teller theorem [28] states that non-linear mole-

cules having a degenerate ground state are unstable with respect to some

distortion. It was first remarked by Dunitz and Orgel [29] , and by PIcClure

[3Õ] that a collective operation of this effect in the greater part of the

molecules can cause structural deformations in a crystal. A first review

of the Jahn-Teller effect in solids was written by Sturge [3Í]. Some other

reviews appeared recently [32,33,34].

We are only concerned with structures where the electrons of the Jahn-

Teller ions are well localized; therefore we will restrict our treatment of

the Jahn-Teller effect to these cases. The single ion Hamiltonian describes

the interaction of the degenerate electronic ground state of a single ion

with the local distortions of the lattice Csee e.g. [35,32]). The coopera-

tive effect is mainly a result of the Interactions between various groups

of Uganda.

Kanamori $25] calculated the Jahn-Teller ordering resulting from the

interaction of an Eq local ground state of the electrons with normal modes

of local symmetry E_ using a static approximation in the cubic perovskite

structure. He introduced the strain separately, which has the advantage

that one need not to abandon periodic boundary conditions in the lattice

([24,34,3^, and the appendix). He predicted the existence of a second-

order structural phase transition with antiferrodistortive displacements

as realized in KCuF„-a_ type, which, however, has never been found till now.

Halperin and Englman [26] assumed that two sublattices would develop

and used a molecular field approximation. Halperin and Englman considered

both static and dynamic aspects. In the dynamical part of the calculations

they used a set of local vlbrational coordinates of symmetry E . centered

at B that has a quadratic Interaction with the vibratlanal coordinates of

neighbouring octahedra. (Note that a quadratic Interaction of the type
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differs from a bilinear interaction X<«.,Q.Q ).

They calculated the local Jahn-Tul ler effect in the three state ap-

proximation. In the three state approximation CTSA1 the energy difference

between the doublet vibronic ground state and the first excited state in

the EXE Jahn-Teller interaction is neglected. When a strongly anharmonic

Jahn-Teller coupling is present this difference is small. Physically the

three states correspond to elongation or shortening - depending on the sign

of the anharmonicity parameters - along one of the three equivalent axes

of the octahedra.

The deformations of the octahedra calculated by Halperin and Englman

do not correspond to the potential wells of the three state approximation,

but differ from those due to the interactions between the octahedra. lhe

deviaticn arises because they do not treat the strain separately. Halperin

and Englman concluded from tiielr calculations as Kanamori that a second-

order ptiase transition from the cubic perovskite structure to the struc-

ture of KCuF- ö type was possible. From the structural parameters of KCuF

Halperin and Englman were able to deduce magnitudes for the molecular field

strength and for the ratio of the parameter for linear Jahn-Teller inter-

action and the anharmonicity parameter.

The Jahn-Teller effect as a cause for structural phase transitions

in compounds with structures like the cubic perovskite structure war. re-

cently discussed again by Thomas and coworkers [27.37]. The local distor-

tions In their system were expressed in terms of local coordinates (see

also [38]) with bilinear couplings. Like Halperin and Englman, Schroder

and Thomas [27] worked in the three state approximation. In their calcula-

tion, however, they incorporated strain explicitly. Furthermore, they re-

quired that all octahedra were elongated along one of the three octahedral

axes and they allowed tunneling between these orientations. An antiferro-

distortive interaction was assumed between the octahedra. caused by the bi-

linear interactions between the local coordinates. They calculated the sta-

tic and the dynamic properties of the system (in the mean field am) the

random phase approximation].

They predicted two structures with two suhlattices each, called Q

and 0 . lhe first structure (assigned by them P4_/mcJ has spacegroup I4/mcm

and would be stabilized by energy lowering through coupling of the local
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deformations with strain. The picture thny Rive for this structure if ig-

1.4) restmliles the KCuF -structure. Thu second structure (assigned hy them

P4/nbm) has the spacegroup I4/mmm and contains two lnequivalent octahedral

positions (see fig. 1.4).

a2 a3
Figure 4 Q„ and Q, structure in the cubic lattice cell.

Schröder and Thomas \2T\ concluded that this second structure would

be stabilized for entropy reasons, because all sites of one suhlattice would

have elongated octahsdra in the z-direction and the sites of the other sub-

lattice would contain statistically distributed elongated octahedra in the

x- and y-diraction. This corresponds to a larger entropy content than is

present in the Q -structure. Schröder and Thomas suggested that Lhe mechanism

leading to the structures mentioned might in fact be present in the hexanitro-

cuprates studied by Friebel [39].

Although Schröder and Thorn is do not specifically mention the cubic

perovskite structure, their popur implies that their model is also valid

for that structure. However, it seems impossible to obtain the Qg-structure

in cubic perovsHites because a static deformation of one sublattice as re-

quired by the Q -structure would correspond to a static displacement of

al\ anions. In the cubic perovskite structure this is clearly not

in accordance with ths second requirement of the Q -structure,

viz. a dynamic displacement of two-thirds of (lhe same) anions

through a dynamic deformation of the second suhlattice. In our opinion
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this problem arises from the choice of local coordinates. We will recon-

sider this point in chapter 3.

In our opinion, however, the model can be very useful in systems with

isolated octahedra like the hexanitrocuprates [3a] showing a distorted

K..PtCl„ structure. In chapter 3 it will be shown that the problem concern-
Z b

ing the local coordinate?, does not arise in compounds with the K PtCl

structure.

1.4

Us_AuAuCl. is the best-Known compound in a series of compounds of
2 L

composition AAuX3 (A=Cs, Rb and X=L1, Br, J) [40-4b,4/-49]. lhe structure-

has been determined with X-ray powrfer [43,44,4/] and single crystal methods

Isection 1.4.1). We have performed the single crystal determination because

two different proposals had been made for the structure. The first was from

Elliott and Pauling J43J who proposed a spfscegroup 14/nnwitD^ ) and the se-

rond came from Ferrari Ql2] suggesting Fm3m(0 J. Although measurements of the

magnetic susceptibility (see section 1.4.2J suggested that I4/mmm was the

more likely structure, we redetermined the structure to see whether the

different proposals for the crystal structure might be due to disonwr in

the compound.

1.4.1 Redetermination of the crystal structure of

ABSTRACT

The structure of Cs AuAuCl is redetermined using single crystal X-ray

analysis. The overall structure is in accordance with the one proposed by

Elliott and Pauling in J.Am.Chem.Soc., CO, 1846 (1938). The spacegroup is

I4/mmm with axes a=7.495(1)8 and c=10.880(2)8, Z=2.

The shortest gold-chlorine distances are 2.281(2)8 in the linear [ÃuíDCl"]"

and 2.295(2)8 in the square planar [ÃudlDCl-Junit. The last figure us

contrasted to the value of 2.428 found by Flliott and Pauling.
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INTRODUCTION

In 1938 Elliott and Pauling flj determined the crystal structure of

Cs AuAuCl- using the Guinier-powdermethod. They found a structure that was

essentially a distorted perovskite structure with square planar [ A U C I J

and linear QuiClJ units, with spacegroup 14/rnran. The AuCl distance found

in the unit [ÄuCl^] was 2.42Ä. Relating this figure to rAu_cl=2.3o8, found

in Cs^AgAuClg £i] for the same unit and Knowing that Cs-AuAuCl is dia-

magnetic Q?] , they concluded to a partial disorder of fø\u(IIDClJ and

[AuCDCir]" units.

A few years ago Brauer and Sleater [3] investigated the system

A2AuAuXg (with A-Cs, Rb and X=C1, Br, I) by decomposing AAuX^ in N2-flow

a.o. with the purpose to find new met"nods for preparing these compounds.

In this way they did not obtain single crystals in a form usable in single

crystal X-ray work. By using a modified version of this method we were

able to prepare small single crystals of Cs_AuAuCl j with these we decided

to redetermlne the crystal structure in order to investigate the hypothesis

of Elliott and Pauling.

EXPERIMENTAL

We obtained small single crystals of Cs_AuAuCl„ by heating intimate-
d b

ly mixed CsCl, Au and CsAuCl, in the calculated amounts in a sealed quai tz

tube at 450 C and cooling down slowly during some weeks. The axes of the

unit cell were calculated from a powderdiffractogram as a=7.495(1) and

c=10.880(2)Ä at 20°C. Intensities of an irregularly shaped crystal of ap-

proximate size 0.01 x 0.04x0.04 mm were measured on a three-circle dif-

fractometer (Enraf-Nonius). The crystal was mounted with the plane [j12]

perpendicular to the axis of rotation. The radiation used (PtoK ,X=0.710B9Ä)
awas monochromatlzed with graphite. We used a 8-26 scan (scan angle 1.2-

-1.7°) with a speed of 1.25°/min.. In all 2955 reflexions with positive h

and 1, sine/X between 0.07 and 0.90Ä were measured. The calculated den-

sity of Cs„AuAuCl„ (Z*2, mol. wuight=^

£. b
value 4.57. Elliott and Pauling [i]).

slty of Cs„AuAuCl„ (Z*2, mol. wuight=436) is 4.74 g/cm (experimental
£. b
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STRUCTURE REFINEMENT

The standard deviations of the intensities were calculated from count-

ing statistics. Reflexions with intensities less than twice the standard

deviation were considered as not significant. The shape of the crystal was

difficult to determine exactly, therefore the absorption corrections, cal-

culated with a computer program QlJ were adapted to the measured intensi-

ties of the head reflexions 112. 224, 336 and 448. The transmission varied

between 0.03 and 0.25. New standard deviations a. were computed taking in-

to account the inaccuracy of the absorption correction.

We refined using a full matrix least-squares program \s\ 325 signi-

ficant observed reflexions out of 590 independent reflexions, in the

space group I4/mmm, after reduction of the intensities to F values.

From corrected intensities of some reflexions we concluded that the

Laue symmetry class of the system might be 4/m instead of 4/mmm and that

structures with spacegroups 14, I4/m and I42m were also possible. Refine-

ment of models having these spacegroups showed that only 14 lowered the

discrepancy factors therefore 14 and I4/mmm were retained.

From 1827 Independent reflexions in 14 (reflexions and counterre-

flexions taken apart), 912 were observed and significam. (31 not signi-

ficant)! in the further refinement of 14/mnm and 14 this set of 912 re-

flexions was used.

Scattering factors for ions, corrected for anomalous dispersion (Af'

and Af") were taken from the compilation of Cromer and Waber Qs] and the

intensities of the reflexions were corrected for extinction according to

the method given by Zachariasen QQ.

The positions of the iuns in the spacegroups I4/mmm and 14 are )̂J :

Cs

Au(III)

Au(I)

C11

I4/mmm(+

(4d):0H

(2a):000

(2b):00a

(4e):00z

(8h):xxO

ill)

sot

002

xxO xxO xxO

I4(*iäi)
(2c):0lí

(2a):000

(2b):00i

(4e):00z

(8g):xyz

I2dj:

00z

xyz yxz

ioi

yxz
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All refinements were made with anisotropic temperature-parameters

for each ion. The result for the space groups I4/mmm and 14 are compiled

in Table 1. Estimated standard deviations are given in brackets (a list

of F values is available from the authors).

We minimized the function Ew(|F |-|F |) with weighting factor

w=(o 1
-2

Discrepancy factors referred to are:

wf

6 Audi

2.211

©

figure J Thermal ellipeofdes

of the main units in

(I4/mmt/.

DISCUSSION

With Hamilton's test [u] the possibi-

lity that It/mum is the right spacegroup

(as opposed to 14) can be rejected with a

probability of 99. b* or 90* respectively

(on R or R. respectivelyJ. Therefore on

statistical grounds one has to conclude

that 14 is the right spacegroup. The Hamil-

ton test, however, is only to be used if the

errors are statistical, not if there are sys-

tematic errorsi in this nase we had to apply

a very large absorption correction so that a

systematic error could easily be introduced.

A statistical analysis of the results re-

vealed that the reflexions in the regions

with transmission less than 10'., show a lar-

ger R f (about 10) than the overall R _, but

we were not able to detect a systematic er-

ror, e.g. no systematic over- or undercom-

pensation was found nor a correlation with
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Tabla 1

Comparison of psnmmtmr* Xn Wmm

positional Parametern €1- z

« 2 »

y

z

acalafactor

tlwrml paramtwa* Ca U^

U33

C. U„

"33

«uil) U11

U33

Au(III) [!„

"33

" 1 U11

U22

"33

2 U12

«2 "11

U22

"33

2U 1 2

2Ü23

2U31

mmbar of paranatara

R « f

»f

H / M

0.290412}

0.2164(2)

0.675(1)

0.0417(2)

0.0419(3)

0.0241 (2)

0.0166(2)

0.0205(2)

0.0194(2)

0.049(1)

0.018(1)

O.03S7(B)

0.0451(8)

-0.0300(14)

0

0

14

3.06*

2.65t

and 14

14

0.2904(2)

0.2161(3)

0.2165(3)

-0.0058(70)

0.676(1)

0.0327(6)

0.0361(12)

0.0536(14)

0.0486(10)

0.0239(2)

0.0167(2)

0.0207(2)

0.0192(2)

0.051(6)

0.049(6)

0.019(1)

-0.002(9)

0.0364(11)

0.0366(11)

0.0454(9)

-0.0300(15)

0.0084(56)

-0.0079(55)

23

2.981

2.63*

(2c)

12c)

(2a)

(2d)

In lVma^^-Ujj for al) lona. In

All otharonot mantlonad ara zaro.

for Ca. Au(I) and AulIIll.
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If we compare the structures with spacegroups I4/mmm and 14 tho only

difference that might be significant is the difference in the thermal

parameters of the Cs-ions. In 14 Cs occupies two independent positions.

The refinement gives much larger temperature parameters for one Cs than

for the other. The surroundings of the Cs-ions being the same in bath

spacegroups, it is difficult to see why the Cs-ions would behave differ-

ently.

Furthermore we notice thet the imaginary part of the anomalous dis-

persion has great influence, notably on the thermal parameters and the

values found with Hamilton's test, so wrong figures for At" AIOUIII in-

fluence the result.

So despite Hamilton's test we assume that I4/mmm is the right space-

group.

Refinement using 325 independent reflexions in I4/mmm gave P =1.72

and R „=1.96 with the same positional parameters as given in the table

and no significant change in the thermal parameters.

With these results a difference Fourier-synthesis was calculated, no

significant peaks were found.

CONCLUSION

The spacegroup proposed by Clliott and Pduling [V] is confirmed by

this structure analysis, Rut in contrast to their results WEI find no uvi-

dence of disorder of QiuCl J and [ÃuCl.] groups. We find the same Au-Cl

distance in the square planar Q\uCl 7] complex as is found for this com-

plex in other compounds. The chlorine ions have no larger vibration am-

plitudes in the direction towards the two kinds of gold ion (see fig. 1),

therefore there is no sign of a tendency to form CsAudDCl . Furthermore

from the Fourier analysis no indication of displacement of part of the

chlorine ions to a position next to the "wrong" gold ion, indicating dis-

order of [Aud/] and [AuC'lJ] complexes, could be found. Therefore we con-

clude that Cs_AuAuCl_ at room temperature has spacegroup I4/mmm, and shows
Z b

no disorder of Q\ulIII]ClJ~ and [ A U C D C I J groups.
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1.4.2 Cs„AuAuCl_, a mixed valence compound
£ b

From the structure determination of Cs_AuAuCl we have seen tliat the

compound contains gold ions in two different environments: a square planar

environment and a linear one. In fig. 1.5 we see that the environment of

the gold ions can also be viewed as elongated and shortened octahedra ,

Au(DD
Au(I)

OCI
OCs

Figure 6 Ce structure

respectively, in a deformed cubic perovskite structure.

The composition of the compound is such that the formal charge of the

gold ions could be expected to be two, but the compound is generally des-

cribed to be Cs_Au Au d e " There are several good reasons for this. The
I ITI

Au and the Au x states are the most stable valencies of gold and although

several gold compounds of mean valency two are Known, and some measurements

have been done from which can be conluded that some gold ions with valency

two had to be present, this valency is considered very unstable (see [45]

and references contained therein). It is held that Qs] most compounds con-

taining gold of mean valency two consist of equal quantities of gold of

formal valencies one and three. In Cs-AuAuClc this seems to be the more
z o

probable because the gold ions are found in two inequivalent crystallo-

graphic positions. The purroundings of these two positions moreover corres-

pond very well to the ones usually found for Au and Au Qc] respective-
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ly. This is in accordance with the magnetic properties of the compound

(and own measurements) which proves to be iHamagnetic, corresponding with

a completely filled shell in [Au ClJ and a singlet ground state in the

tetragonally distorted d -complex [Au ClJ .

Finally, Mössbauer measurements on the compound (3<0 where a large

correspondence has been found with pure Au and Au complexes, are a

further indication that the gold ions in Cs„AuAuClß are in two different

valence states.

Robin and Day [fa] classified the compound Cs„Au Au Cl_ as a class

IJ mixed valence compound. To this class belong compounds containing ions

of two different formal valencies, but of which the environments differ only

slightly. In most of these compounds the mixed valency or charge ordered

ions have ligands in common. A coordinated change of ligand positions and

exchange of electrons would reverse the two sites. In charge ordered anti-

mony cumpounds attempts to measure such an effect have been tried but ap-

parently without success ^jõ] .

The colour of the compound Cs„AuAuCl is described as "astonishingly

Jet black", which has been ascribed to a mixed valence absorption band [49J.

From the above-mentioned measurements the mixed valence or

charge ordered nature of Cs_AuAuCl_ at room temperature seems well esta-

blished. One might wonder whether the compound will show a phase transi-

tion to the cubic perovskite structure and a formal valency of two for the

gold ions at elevated temperature. Due to the very heavy absorption of the

compound, however, it proved impossible till now to determine the structure

at elevated temperature using X-ray diffraction methods.

But liKe the situation in Cs2SbCl-, where under pressure a transition

from the Sb -Sb to the Sb -Sb -state is found (Mössbauer measurements

[57]), it might be expected that the higher symmetric cubic perovskite

structure could be approached by applying pressure to the system. This was

done recently by some authors [j>1,54,5£]. Keller et al. QJÍ] found that the

resistivity of the compound dropped about 9 decades at quasi-hydrostatic

pressures up to M 2 0 kbar and temperatures down to M O K. At M3C1 ktidr a

semiconductor to metal transition was detected. They proposed thu following

scheme for tha transition (shown schematically in fig. 1.6).
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Aul

octahedral tetragonal

60 kbor
pressure

Figure 6 Schematic energy level diagram for CsJtu Au Cl„

and the effect of preesure.

Fig. 1.6 shows empty and filled bands corresponding to the Au and Au

MU-levels. One expects that these valence and conduction bands aru

broaduned and shifted under pressure, leading to a closing of the energy

gap with pressure and to a semiconductor to metal transition, lhe metal-

lic conductivity above 60 kbar does not indicate whether a symmetric oc-

tahedral coordination of a formal Au ion Is reached at this pressure.

Mifssbauer's measurements on Cs_AuAuCl_ under high pressure up to 4U kbar

only 3how a tendency to approach this configuration [54]. The measurements

do not seem to Indicate that the configuration with Au is completely

reached under these conditions. Keller et al. [51] remarked that it is

not yet clear whether the metallic conductivity at high pressure results

mainly from a broadening of energy bands due to compression or from a

shift towards each other of the bands near the Fermi level. X ray measure-

ments under pressure could give an answer to this question.

Such measurements were performed by Oenneret al. 0>5]. Single crystal

data under pressures up to 52 kbar showed that the c /a ratio did not

change undm these circumstances. The volume change under pressure was

comparable with that of CsCl \SGj . The superstructure lines in the X-roy

spectrum corresponding to displacements of Cl-ions from the iducil pusi-

tlons, did disappear. Denner et al. Qi5] suggested that this corresponds

to th« existence of a structure consisting of elongated unit cells of'

the same dimension as the unit cull in the ideal cubic puiuvskite struc-

ture, where all gold ions would be equivalent (Au ). The results of their

work show that it can be illustrative to relate the structure found in
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Cs_AuAuClr. to the cubic perovskite structure.
7. b

1.5 DISCUSSION

As we said before the main aim of this thesis is to study the rela-

tionship between charge ordering and the Jahn-Teller effect in the cubic

Ä structure. We have seen in section 1.3 that ^CuF„ is a com-

pound where the symmetry lowering with respect to the cubic perovskite

structure can be explained by a Jahn-Teller interaction occurring in the

compound. A transition from the cubic perovskite structure to the KCuF,-

structure could be a second order transition. In all calculations on the

Jahn-Teller effect for compounds like KCuF- the undistorted cubic perov-

skite structure was taken as a starting paint (although a transition to

the cubic parovskte structure has never been found).

In section 1.4 we have mentioned some reasons why Cs.AuAuCl, can be

seen as a mixed valence or charge ordered compound. Although in this com-

pound like in KCuF„ no definite proof of a transition to the cubic perov-

skite structure Is found, the results of measurements under pressure in-

dicate that it is worthwhile to study the system starting from the cubic

perovskite structure.

Copper and gold are elements belonging to the 3d- and 5d-transition

series, respectively. The corresponding element belonging to tdt 4d-transi-

tion series is silver. Recently, a number of compounds has been prepared

in which the mean valency of the silver ions is two. Among these are a

number of AAgFg-compounds [52,24] (A=K, Rb, Cs), the structures of which

have not been very well determined yet. From X-ray powder spectra Oden-

thal and Hoppe [24] deduced that it can be derived from the cubic perov-

skite structure. Because of the analogy between Ag and Cu they sup-

pose [24] that the structures of RbAgF3 and CsAgFg are comparable with

that of KCuF,. and they propose the spacegroup I4/mcro(D ). KAgF, was
16described as having the spacegroup PbnmtDV,. ).

Since these determinations have been made r'rom Guinier photographs

showing no supsrstructure lines [24_| definite conclusions on more than

the degree of deformation of the perovskite unit cell are difficult to

draw. The attempt of Odenthal and Hoppe to calculate structural para-

: &
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muters is reproduced in table 1.3.

Table 1.3

Some structural data of the compounds CsAgF

compound space group Ions and positions „ar^^tars

i:«AgF, nJJj-H/mcm Cs(4a)

Ag(4d)

F (4b)

(ah) x-0.23

HbAgF_ D. -I4/mcm Rb(4a)
j in

Ag(4d)

F (4b)

(Bh) x-0.23

KAgFj u -Pbnm K (4c)

Ag(4b)

F (4c)

(8d) x-0.25

. ^ g F 3 a W 3 [

distances AgIJF [it)

2 x 2 .

2 x 2 .

2 x 2 .

2 x 2 .

2 x 2 .

2 x 2 .

2 x 2 .

4 x 2 .

07

13

51

OS

10

42

OB

20

a=̂

c -

a=

c«

a -

b»

c=

c e l l ax

6

a

6

6

6

6

e

.46,a
u

.'>2.co

.44.CQ

.186

.270

.30.co

8 S

=4.bO

=4.26

»4.SU
o

= 4.22

=4.15

A 0

The magnetic behaviour of these perovsKite-type silver compn.mds

deviates from a Curie-Weiss type of behaviour (see table 1.4). Supurex-

change along Ag -F-Ag was advanced as an explanation for this beha-

viour [24]. However. Ag 1 1 compounds like e.g. Ba2AgFg [52] show a regu-

lar Curie-Weiss behaviour.

In view of the fact that e.g. AgO [53] has the composition Ag Ag

we cannot exclude the possibility of charge ordering in silver compounds

containing silver in mean valency two.

Therefore we can hope that a unified approach of the electron order-

ing in KCuF„ and Cs_AuAuCl6 can enhance understanding of the behaviour of

these silver complexes.
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Magnetic susceptibilities

TIK)

293

196

62

Kl

0

0

0

*gF.

91

es

70

Tablå

in compounds t

)

1.4

\AgF„ as

«bÄgF3

"eff.

0.69

0.70

0.71

measured with lhe

0.03

0.89

0.7S

tiouy method
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CHAPTER 2

CONTINUOUS PHASE TRANSITIONS AND

THE RtLATIONSHIP BETWEEN THE STRUCTURES OF KCuF,, AND Cs-.AuAuCl,

2.1 INTRODUCTION

In this chapter we will study the relationship between the structures

found In KCuF- and Cs^AuAuClg by considering them to result from a phase

transition from the undlstorted cubic perovskite structure, and by ana-

lysing the passible phase transitions by means of a general theory, viz.

Landau's theory of continuous phase transitions.

The Landau theory rests on the assumption that the free energy of a

system near a phase transition can be represented as a series expansion

in terms of a function that relates the distorted and undistorted struc-

tures. Although we can not be sure that such an expansion is possible in

our case, especially because till now no phase transitions have been mea-

sured experimentally, we will use this theory liere because with It we can

relate the properties of two phases In a solid.

The chapter is divided In two main parts. In the first part we dis-

cuss some recent developments in the Landau theory of phase transitions.

In doing so we show that the idea of simple second order phase transi-

tions iSSOPT's introduced by Cracknell) and the chain subductlon rule

of Birman on the one hand, and the Idea of induced parameters of Coch-

ran on the other hand, involve different assumptions. We shall reformu-

late the chain subduction rule in such a way that it can be used for

phase transitions with induced parameters.

The second part of the chapter deals with applications of the

theory to the cubic perovskite structure. A description of some examples

from the literature is given in section 2.3.1 where the instability of symme-

try r^tK'-j-UJJJl studied by Thomas and Müller [ji] is the most im-



portant. because this instability has frequently been found in compounds

having a cubic perovskite structure. In section 2.3.2 we analyze the struc-

tures of KCuF_ and CSj,AuAuClfi in the light of Landau's theory. Using this

theory far continuous phase transitions with induced parameters, we will

show that the structures of KCuF„ and Cs AuAuClg are the two possibilities

that result from a continuous phase transition in cubic perovskite due to

a deformation of one particular symmetry type, viz. k=—(Hill.

2.2 SOME DEVELOPMENTS IN THE LANDAU THEORY OF CONTINUOUS PHASE TRANSITIONS

Phase transitions can be grouped into various categories. The first

classification we use here is based on the distinction between [V] phase

transitions that involve a drastic rearrangement of the relative positions

of the atoms in the solid (reconstructive transitions), and phase transi-

tions that do not involve such a rearrangement. (See [20], p.149 for afurthei

description of the types of transitions included).

For phase transitions that do involve drastic structural rearrange-

ments applying group theory does not give very much insight because there

is no useful relationship between the space groups G, and G_ of the two

phase involved. To predict theoretically which of the two structures is

actually stable at a given temperature would involve the calculation,

presumably from first principies, of the free enei gy for each of them.

The structure with the lower value of the free energy would then be the

stable one at that temperatures the phase transition corresponds to a

crossing of the curves of free energy versus temperature. The difficul-

ties generally encountered in calculating structures from first prin-

ciples, have already been mentioned.

If, however, a phase transition occurs without any drastic struc-

tural rearrangement, the space groups G. and G2 of tl e material in the

two phases may be closely related and this provides u: with an effec-

tive means for comparing and analyzing the structures of these phases.

It may then be useful to base a quantummechnical treatment on group

theoretical considerations.

In the following we will only be concerned with phase transi-

tions involving no drastic structural rearrangement. These phase tran-
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sitions can be classified according to the convention in thermodynamics

where the order of the phase transition equals the order of the lowest de-

rivatives of the free energy that are discontinuous at the phase transi-

tion. It is common now [V] simply to classify any given phase transition

as either a first order or a continuous transition. A transition that in-

volves no major structural rearrangement, and for which therefore some

relation exists between the space groups of the two phases, may be dis-

continuous (i.e. first order) or continuous. On the other hand, a tran-

sition that does involve a drastic structural rearrangement and for which

no symmetry relation exists must necessarily be discontinuous.

Landau QQ developed a theory concerning the possible continuous phase

transitions in crystals, using the thermodynamic properties of the system.

In later year3 different group theoretical schemes have been developed to

simplify and to reduce, or even to practically eliminate the amount of

labour required in Landau's approach to predict or analyze the actual

phase transition QQ.

For a mathematical description of a continuous phase transition it

is convenient to Introduce an order parameter, n. which characterizes

the extent to which the configuration of atoms departs from their con-

figuration in the high-symmetry phase. So, in the latter phase n=0. In

the Landau theory the fres energy of the system, t(P,T,n) as a function

of pressure and temperature in the neighbourhood of the transition is

expanded in powers of n:

»(P.T.n) • « 0 • on • An
2 • Bn3 Ctl

If the expansion is valid conditions can be given which have to be satis-

fied in order that a phase transition occurs and be continuous \3}. Some

of the conditions relate to the coefficients. First Q?]: a~0, B=0. C>0,

around the transition point. Secondly, the temperature (or pressure) de-

pendent coefficient A»0 at the transition point.

A large part of the thermodynamic arguments given by Landau can be

translated into a set of group theoretical conditions concerning the

space groups G. and G_ of the material above and below the transition

temperature (or pressure) £Q .
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A way to do this, which has found general acceptance was given Dy

CracKnell in his review-paper [ij.

He formulated the following conditions for a continuous phase tran-

sition:

1. The cnange of symmetry at the phase transition is such that the sym-

metry group of one state of the crystal is a subgroup of the group

of the other state: G_ is a subgroup of G..

2. The It? r. must be compatible with the identity representation of G,.

the lower symmetry group.

3. The expansion of the free energy should not contain terms of third

order in n i-e. if n belongs to the irreducible representation ÍIR)

r.of G . Q1.] must not contain the identity representation of G_.

4. The antisymmetric square of the IR r^. {1^} must not contain any re-

presentation which has a component of a polar v/ector as one of its

basisvectors.

CracKnell also adds the following conditions, not given by Landau and de-

veloped by Birman Q>,5] :

5. The so-called chain subductlon criterion applies. This criterion was

introduced by Goldrich and Birman QQ and reads:

"Suppose Ti of G1 is the relevant IR and subduces of G' once. If

we now consider a group G2 which is a subgroup of G,j and if I\ of G1

also subduces T. of G, once, then the transition G.-+G? i s eliminated

as a candidate for a continuous transition".

6. The relevant IR corresponds to a physical tensor field. If the sym-

metry of the crystal is given by the charge density which is re-

flected in the ionic positions, the tensor field may be associated

with a set of normal coordinates or a macroscopic strain. The rule

is mostly used implicitly e.g. by stating that displacements of a

certain symmetry type "do not exist". Application of it may show

that some representations that from an abstract point of view might

be possible candidates for determining the symmetry properties of

the order parameter r\ in a continuous phase transition can be ex-

cluded with reference to the actual structure of a compound.

The question whether the group theoretical and the thermodynamic

version of the Landau theory really are equivalent, has been discussed

by Cracknell et al. £3). They concluded that the group theoretical ap-

proach is not equivalent to the general thermodynamic approach and that
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minimizai ion of the free energy frequently gives some additional informa-

tion which could not be obtained from the group theoretical approach. I.e.

the conclusion of the thermodynamic theory tliat a given phase transition

is not continuous (due to one or more of the conditions not being satis-

fied! cannot in all cases be arrived at hy applying Lhe group theoretical

conditions 1 up to 6 only, but should be supplemented with a minimization

procedure fQ • It was shown [pf| (p. 1734) that In a comparable fashion

the maximal subgroup criterion [j8,19j is not sufficient to determine the

posslhle symmetries resulting from a continuous transition.

Simple aecnnil order phase transitions

A simple second order phase transition is assumed to fulfil the

following requirements £ij :

i. there is one function, *, for the free energy of a crystal which

describes both phases, above and below the transition point. The

free energy has the property of being invariant under all the

operations of the higher symmetry group,

ii. There is a single order parameter, n. continuously tending to zero

at the transition point which transforms according to an irreducible

representation, not equa to the identity representation, of the

group of the high symmetry phase.

iii. The free energy, expressei as a power series in the order parameter

*(P,l,nl = * (P,T)
O

A,(P,T)n2

1
A_(p,T)n •

should realize a stable minimum with respect to any drangt;;; of thu

order parameter at a given temperature end pressure.

It may be noted that the name "second order" phase transition is slight-

ly confusing in the term SSCJPT since the assumptions do not concern second

order transitions only. Higher order transitions may be included as well.

Apart from this it should be emphasized QQ that the assumptions i - iii

are not as general as the assumptions of Landau's theory. Indeed, a tran-

sition may also [Ï] be a continuous transition if there is more than one

order parameter. According to Cracknel 1 et al. QiJ these more complex
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transitions require the vanishing of more than one coefficient at the tran-

sition point.

Induced parameters

Cochran[f>], however, has shown that there are cases where only one

coefficient vanishes at the transition point but where coupling terms in

thepower series lead to induction of other parameters (secondary order

parameters or induced parameters). These cases were not included by Lan-

dau nor by CracKnell et al.

For later use (see page 56) we go into some more detail here. Con-

sider QsJ for example a crystal for which the essential terms in the free

energy are

* H n
2n 2 (2.1)

We take A.«T-T but assume all other coefficients, including A 2 to be in-

dependent of temperature. We then require

• Hn2 = 0 (2.2)

so that

n 2

n
t?.3)

Substituting back into eq. (2.1) gives

tj A
2H2

( 2- 4 )

2H
Provided that C. >-r— the system will undergo a continuous phase transi-

tion at T=T , with n-a(T -Tl* and n^T -T in the low temperature phase.

If
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the transition will occur at T>T and will be first order. In the former
c

situation we might refer to a. as the primary order parameter, and n_ as

the secondary arder parameter QfJ.

Whether such terms like Hn^r^ (a> D = 1, 2 ...) .. . j 1 occur in the ex-

pansion of the free energy depends on the symmetry of i). and n,' f° r °f

course all non-zero terms in the series expansion should be totally sym-

metric. Therefore the symmetry of the secondary or induced parameter n?

should be compatible with the identity representation of the lower sym-

metry group. The Induced parameter should furthermore correspond to a

physical tensor field.

Cochran QJ] treated a number of cases where induced parameters had

to be taken into account. Benguigui [V] used the same types of expansion

to study the possibility to change the order and nature of a phase tran-

sition by external influences e.g. pressure.

Reformulation of the chain subduction criterion

When the class of continuous phase transitions is taken so wide as

to include transitions where secondary order parameters are induced we

must reformulate the chain subduction criterion. This can be done in the

following way:

"Let G2 be a subgroup of G.. Then, if r. of G. subduces r. of G_

once, the transition G.-MS, is only possible as a continuous tran-

sition in which r. determines tha symmetry of the primary order

parameter, if no G;j can be found for which 1\ of al-

so subdui-es Y^ once".

If r. is excluded to decide the symmetry of the primary order parameter,

it is still possible that G+G is a continuous phase transition if a

r.ir.jT ) can be found for which the chain subduction criterion does hold.

In this case r. will determine the symmetry of a secondary order parameter.

The examples of Cracknell et al. £3] and Goldrich and Birman [5] of

the use of the chain subduction criterion were restricted to SSOPI's and

even to cases where the unit cell did not change in going through the

phase transition (i.e. k=QOO), but rbcently [Õ\ the criterion has also

bean applied to SSOPT's where the unit cell does change.
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As we have seen we had to reformulate the chain subduction criterion

when extending the class of phase transitions outside the range of SSOPT's.

Application of the criterion to phase transitions where the unit cell does

change (MOOO) leads to rather lengthy considerations. Kroese and Maaskant

[lo] used another method to determine all possible IR's involved In a tran-

sition G.-K3.,. They made use of an induction method the principle of which, for

point groups and not for space groups, was discussed by Jansen and Boon

p i ] . The method is based on Frübenius' reciprocity theorem. According to

that theorem [11J the number of times that r of G_ is subduced from an IR

r. of G. is equal to the number of times r. of G. is induced by r. of G_.

Therefore all possible representations involved in a transition G.-K3.,

(with G£G ) can be found by decomposition .f the (reducible) represen-

tation of G, that is induced by the totally symmetric representation of

G2.

Using the reformulated chain subduction criterion and the method of

Kroese and Maaskant together, we can formulate the method as follows:

If one Knows the low symmetry structure (G_) one can determine all

IR's that are possibly involved in a transition G.+G2 by decomposing the

representation that r1 of G2 induces in G^. The resulting irreducible re-

presentations F., r,, etc. of G. can then be screened by the chain sub-

duction criterion for the possibility of a continuous phase transition

between G. and G_.

We shall apply these methods in the next section. Before doing so,

however, a final remark is in order to avoid any confusion that might

arise from our use of the concept of order parameter. This remark, con-

cerns the so-called soft mode theory.

In Landau's original formulation of a theory of conti*nous phase

transitions QQ no restrictions were made on the physical nature of the

order parameter. ChargB densities and the expectation value of the re-

lative occupation of two elements at one site were mentioned as two

possible physical phenomena represented by the order parameter. Only

the symmetry of the order parameter was considered important. The theory

was purely phenomenological.

It is customary now, however, especially In inelastic neutron dif-

fraction studies to relate displacements represented by the order para-
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meter o to static values of the phonon coordinates Q,(k) (where j deno-

tes a particular branch in the dispersion diagram) (e.g. [6,12,13]J. At

a continuous phase transition the term in the free energy that is qua-

dratic in Q,(k) must vanish. This so-called "soft mode" theory is a way

in which the phenomenological Landau theory can be related to a hamil-

tonian describing the properties of the system.

In the examples we study, however. It is not an Instability in the

vlbrational system alone that is expected tu result in a distortion, but

an interaction between electrons and lattice Misplacements. Therefore,

when discussing KCuF„ and Cs_AuAuClfi in the next section we will refrain

from Identifying the order parameters with normal modes as is usually

dane.

2.3 APPLICATION OF THE LANDAU THEORY OF CONTINUOUS PHASE TRANSITIONS IN

THE CUBIC PEROVSKITE STRUCTURE

2.3.1 Introduction

The Landau theory of continuous phase transitions has often been

applied to compounds with the cubic perovskite structure (e.g. [5,6,8.

12,13].

The theory is used in three ways:

1. The group theoretical consequences of Landau's theory are used to

determine the symmetry changes that can occur in continuous phase

transitions (Q,5],see other references in [s]).

2. The symmetry change Is Known and this Information is used to examine if

the related phase transition can be continuous [3,8,12],

3. A more elaborate method is to fix the symmetry of the order parameter

and to determine the symmetry changes at a continuous phase transi-

tion by a series expansion and a minimization procedure [6,8,iJ].

Like in the second approach in general some information on the sym-

metry change is used, to determine the appropriate representation.

In this section we will only be concerned with the second and third method.

A good example of how the second method can be used is the paper by

Cochran and Zia [Ï2]. They described the structures of a number of perov-
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sKite type oxides and tabulated all deviations of the ionic positions with

respect to the ideal structure. These deviations transform acconJing to

certain IR's which were determined using Cowley's tables f[j4]. reproducer)

in the appendix). They then assessed the relative importance of the dif-

ferent types of deviations and tried to reach conclusions about the n<j-

ture of a phase transition from the cubic peravsKite structure to a de-

formed structure.

If only one type of deformation is predominant one can carry the

analysis one step further Q>,Q,13] along the lines of the third method.

To determine the structures that can result, the free energy is expanded

in a series of coefficients that correspond to basis functions of the IR

of the deformation. The coefficients can be found from the relationship

between same function for the high symmetry and for the low symmetry struc-

ture e.g. the density function

pir) = po(r)

where p lr) denotes the density function in the high symmetry structure.

The functions •1 (r) form a basis for the IR that corresponds to the deforma-
1 2

tion. Writing c.=1Y1 with Zy.=^, the general expression for the free energy

becomes

* . • AnV2 ) • BnV3 ) cV41

Here f is a homogeneous function of order 1 in the coefficients y. and n

is the order parameter.

When the IR according to which the order parameter transforms is out

dimensional, only one structure car. result, which is not a very interesting

case. But if the IR is more dimensional several solutions can be found. The

actual stable state can be found by first minimizing the free energy with

respect to the coefficients y, and afterwards to the order parameter n-

As an example of this kind of calculation we mention the worK of Thomas

and MiJller Q ^ who performed this minimization procedure in the case of a

continuous phase transition where the symmetry of the order parameter was
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given by r.J[.(k=—(såa)) > a three-dimensional representation. They found

two different minima for the free energy, one corresponding to a tetrago-

nal ly distorted cubic perovskite structure, the other corresponding to a

trigonally distorted cubic perovskite structure. The space groups of these

structures were I4/mcm and R3c. Both of them are found in reality, in SrTiO3

and LaAlO , respectively. (Compare section 1.2).

2.3.2 KCuF and

We will now subsequently apply the second and third method to the com-

pounds KCuF3 Í£ type) and Cs2AuAuCl„. Using the second method we first de-

termine the symmetry of the primary and secondary order parameters to be

used in calculations according to the third method. From the primitive

unit cell in the KCuF_ and Cs^uAuCl- structures it is easy to see that

the wave vector associated with a transition from the cubic perovskite

structure to each of our structures must be k^jij. The space groups of

KCuF„ and Cs_AuAuClg are I4/mcm and I4/mmm, respectively, and we can deduce

from table 3 of the appendix that the components of the two dimensional IR

r;2(í=iii) (
x
IIIx=-

x
IIy

 a n d Xiiix=xiiy="ixiz) y l e l d P r e c i s e lV t h e s e t w o

space groups.

We can conclude that the IR Fi-tk^iää) will be of relevance in tran-

sitions from the cubic perovskite structure to both the KCuF„ structure

and the Cs_AuAuCl_ structure. Therefore we can also expect to finri somt;
/ b

iip between both structures.

It. erin tïasily be shown that rï.,fk=ala) Fulfils all six cnrwfjt. ions

given in section 2.2. Therefore we can expect that a continuous phaau transi-

tion from the cubic perovskite structure to the I4/mcm KCuF_ structure

and the I4/mmm Cs_AuAuCl_ structure is possible.
2 b

But we want to derive more systematically along the lines of section 2.2.

- From now on wd Hill dsnole ï-- j - (èi l l in the cubic parovsKUe structure Dy Its components witr. re-
•Pftct to trw oafllvactorft of the reciprocal lattice. I.e. k ' l i i .

• In tne paper by Thome» and rUllar the synvnetry clasllficatlon of the parametar was given as
r^r<£aill). bacauie they too* the origin at the B-lon. ue will taka the origin at A. to simplify
cotnparlton with Cowley't teblee (sea the appendix). A method to ca.olate tne symmetry classifi-
cation for Dthar choice! of origin Is also given in the appendix.



the relationship between each of the structures and the cubic perovsklte

structure tu establish whether besides a primary also secondary order para-

meters can be Involved in such a transition. After that we will use these

parameters in a minimization procedure (third method). We should be able

to find the representations uf the order parameters by inducing the tot-

ally symmetric representation of the lower symmetry groups into Rn3m(0h).

I4/mmm

I4/mmm Is a symmorphic space group and is a subgroup of Pw3m of index

6. If we denote the caset representatives of the symmorphic space group

Pm3m(0 ) by { R | 0 } where R€0 „ then the translational elements are given

by

{EIV, * "2% + n3t3>

Here n., n„, n, are arbitrary integers and t., ?_, ? 3 are translational

vectors along the x, y and z-axis. Using the same translational elements

as in Pm3m the coset representatives of I4/mmm are given by {R|0} and

• n2t • n
3t-j}. with O**. a n d n^n^n^even. Calculation of

the representations of Rn3m induced by the totally symmetric represen-

tation of 14/mmm gives:

I4/mmm
induces in Pm3m

If we apply rules 5 and 6 in the modified form to these representations

we see that parameters transforming like r2(í=aài) and a fortiori Î t

are excluded as primary order parameters by the chain subductlon criterion

(the allowed space groups being Fm3m(0h) and Pm3mC0h5. ri2(k=000) would

according to chain subductlon only allow the space group P4/mmm(0^ ).

No mode of this symmetry exists, however, (see the appendix, table 3). On the

other hand It Is easy to see that a strain term of macroscopic symmetry E or

ri2 leads to the sama space group (see appendix for more detailed discussion!.
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The relationships between the structures involved can be represented in

the following way:

(index 3) (index 2)

D.. )
4h

(index 6)

(Solid lines indicate that the IR on the line becomes a totally symmetric

part in the low symmetry group. The same IK stays totally symmetric along

the dashed line). In this diagram we see that in a transition Pm3m*I4/mmm

only T' (k=JJJ) is not excluded by the modified chain subduction criterion.

The paramaters connected with ri(i=ålJ) and the strain fulfil the condi-

tions for induced parameters.

I4/mcm

I4/mcm is a subgroup of Pm3m of index 6 and is a non-symmorphic space

group. To establish the relationship between the cubic perovshite structure

and the structure with symmetry I4/mcm we proceed in the same way as before.

Using the same translational elements as in Pm3m the coset representatives

of I4/tncm are { R | O } and ÍC. |?_+?2*t_} in which RtO^^j thB translatianal

elements are {Eln-t.+n-t-^nn

yields:

n.+nj+n-^even. The procedure used before

, 14 /mem

We discussed r.-tk^OOO), ri^

induces in Pm3ro

• r'(k=iii) + r 2 ( M 0 0 0 ) • i''2ik<-j5ä3

and strain already in connection with
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I4/mmm. F'(k=JJJ) would according to chain subduction only allow the space
e

group Fm3c(0.) for ths low symmetry structure. But this space group cannot

be realized in the cubic perovskite structure as long as we restrict the

physical tensor field to normal modes or strain. The relationships between

the structures in these calculations can be represented as follows:

P4/mmm(0

(index 3) (index 2)

(index 6)

We see that again only rjJ2tK-iaaï fulfils the modified chain subduction

criterion.

From our considerations we now know that a parameter connected with

symmetry T' (k-JJJ) can be involved in a transition from Pm3m(0 ) to both

I4/minm(D^) and 14/mcm(D^) and that it is the only parameter that fulfils

all criteria.

Therefore we try to express the free energy of these systems in a

series expansion in terms of coefficients of this symmetry, and we look

for minima of this expression. Because of the symmetry of the representa-

tion r* (k=liJ) the coefficients corresponding to the basis vectors of

I\j2(iUjJJ) can be chosen as p9*pcos8exp(ik.t) and p =psin8exp(ik.t). cen-

tered at the B-ions (p>0.0<8<2*} (k«^(JíJ). t-al^i+n^+ngí). with n ^ n ^ n

denoting the unit cell, a is the length of the cell axis]. If we write the

free energy *(P,T,po»p ) in terms of invariants of p. an.' terms of odd
Ö £ D C

order in p vanish because of the phase factor. Up to sixiii order we get:

•p A e 15 O C *J

ap + bp + cp * dp cos 38 • ep sin 38 (2.5)

Assuming ^7,10] that this expression has a minimum at a finite value of
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the order parameter p, we can minimize the expression with respect to 0.

W" Q111J W'The conditions for the minima, -r§-=0 and -^7>0, read

3p (e-d)sin66=0 and 18p (e-d)cos68>0 (2.B)

Therefore depending on the sign of Ce-d) a minimum occurs for either O^TJ-.

(e-d) positive.or 8=(n+|)j, (e-d) negative,n=0,1 5.

The values of p. and p corresponding to these minima are given in table

2.1.

•;•
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a
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-l/3p

-1/3P

Í/3P

• e p 6 ,

" c

p

-p

!o

-1P

ip

- ip

In order to determine what influence possible secondary order para-

meters have on the location and the properties of the minima we recall

that at a phase transition from Rn3m(0 ] to our structures, E -strain

and for 14/mam a parameter of symmetry r'(k=3sl5 can be induced. We will

therefore calculate whether a transition where these parameters are in-

duced is possible as a continuous phase transition and whether the in-

duced parameters can influence the nature of the phase transition. We

take into account the strain and the F'(k=Jii) parameter to lowest pos-

sible ordnr and include interaction terms. Doing so, the expansion for
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the free energy becomes:

*fo +ap'»bp *cp •

•yyp cos36

p cos 3n»ep s i n ^

(2.7)

In this expression o and $ are related to the basisvectors o and o of

the strain (o =ocos*. a =asin(fi) and vexpdk.t). origin at B, represents

the basisvectar belonging to V-lk^hil). We have the conditions o>U, 0<a<2n.

Y real-valued. I f the order parameter of symmetry T' (k=í|J1 is the p r i -

mary order parameter we also have the conditions f,x>0, i .e. the instabi-

l i t y in the structure is not due to strain or the order parameter of sym-

metry r ^ i i U l l i i .

.\ssuming that a l l coefficients except a are independent or at most

weakly dependent of temperature, we can eliminate o and y by imposing the

condition that for a given p. 8 and +, 4 be extremized with respect to o

and y.

3* vp
__ = O resu l t ing i n y = ~2~ c o s 3 f l « a n d

341 hp
TT— = U resulting in o = —4j- cos(4>*20)

(2.8)

(2.9)

Since <J>0 thia gives the condition

h (2.1(1)

Inserting these expressions for y and c into * we get:

*=* •ap2*üp4-!^-cos2(()it28)+cp6tdp6cosZ3ü*ep6sin23e-^-coü23ti (2.11)

We can determine the extrema of this expression with respect to 6 and

assuming that a solution exists for a finite p. Taking the derivative

with respect to 8 yields:

2 4 2'
'V] sin(2»«-48) • 3p6(e-d+|-)sin66 = 0 12.12)
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and with respect to

2 4

= 0
(2.13)

This leads to the conditions: n ~ . n=0,1

resulting • are given in table 2.2.

4irn,
11 and sin(2<|>*—)=U. The

Expressions for the Free energy

A.h<0

e a

• 0
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B.h>0
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• i
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space group of these
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n

c
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X
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a
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a
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b
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3

b
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H
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0

c
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b
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X
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b
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a
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b
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E
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b
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KCuF3
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When we compare the solutions for the calculations without and with in-

duced parameters we see that in bath instances two types of minima of the

free energy are found: (take *'=* +ap +bp *cp )

without induced parameters

* . = * ' • dp

with induced parameters
. hV . 6

•i = *o T f " * d p " 4x

= •' • epo o 4f • ep

We note that the presence of induced parameters lowers the free energy. In

more detail we see that in both types of solution the effect of strain is

to reduce the magnitude of the fourth order term. Somewhat loosely speaKing

we might say that the strain has the tendency to make the phase transition

discontinuous (recall that one of the conditions for a continuous transi-

tion was that the coefficient of the fourth order term had to be positive).

The effect of the parameter associated with T~ik=iil1 is to effective-

ly reduce the magnitude of the sixth order term in the first solution. With-

out induced parameter the condition fop the first solution to be stable is

that e>d. We now have e>d' with d'=d-^—, thereby enhancing the relative sta-

bility of the first solution.

Till now we did not consider the space groupr and structures compatible

with the solutions found in the minimization procedure. Taking p., p . o
ö E 6

and o with the values found for 6 and $ and relating them with the displace-

ment fields we can find the space groups connected with the solutions of the

minimization procedure.
We first deal with the case that only the r'tk^ssi) parameter is pre-

sent. The solutions of the first series in table 2.1 all correspond to a

structure with space group 14/mmm, but in six different settings. In this

structure which is depicted in fig. 2.1 the B-ions occupy two inequivalent

sites.

All the solutions of the second series correspond to different settings

of a structure with space group I4/mcm, shown in fig. 2.2.

If we now consider the solutions of the minimization procedure when

strain and the ri(k"=}jj) parameters are also taken into account, we see

that the same values of 6 result and that the only valuesof j> that are
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fuund correspond to elongation or shortening of one of the three cubic axe-

Figure 1 Structure resulting from

the first solution of

table 2.1 (apace group

14/rntm).

Figure 2 Structure resulting from

the second solution of

table 2. 1 (space group

14/mam).

The rusults obtained in this chapter show that from a continuous tran-

sition generated by an order parameter of symmetry type r!,(K=!H) with-

out induced parameters two structures result. These two structures have

the space groups I4/mmm and 14/mcm. These same space groups are found In

the compounds Cs^AuAuCl. and KCuF,, respectively. In these calculated struc-

tures, however, the cubic axes are maintained (c =a ) and the amount of de-
o o

formation in the three crystalline directions has to obey strict rules.

From the crystallographic data (sections 1.3.1 and 1.4.1) we can de-

duce that these conditions do not hold. It is possible to calculate from

these data the different Kinds of deformation with respect to the cubic

perovsKite structure that are Involved in the actual structures, and the

amount of deformation (table 2.3, for the way in which the calculation is

performed see the appendix).

We see that in both cases a strain term is involved and in CSjfluAuClj.

also a parameter of symmetry r'(K=UJ). The actual structures result from

solutions of the calculations with induced parameters. The space groups

of all the solutions of the calculations with induced parameters are the

same as in the calculations without induced parameters. We see, however.
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that In the farmer the cell axes are no longer equal to the cubic axes.

Table 2.3

Fractional deformation

(a definition

Btrain

r2(K- )i l)

rj2(K.JH)

of these

1

V75U

parameters i

«"V
"zz"Exx'Eyy'

1 ,
1 /3 XX yy ZZ

m 1
<*"yy'

'«-«-yy1

parameters

a given in

,CUF3

0

0

-D.043B

0

-0.127

0

the appendix)

Cs A

D

-D

0

0

0

0214

0619

0

2417

The presence of the strain parameter corresponds to elongation or

shortening of the tetragonal c-axis with respect to the tetragonal a-axis.

In Cs2AuAuClg the unit cell is elongated [ee>01 and in KCuF3 the unit cell

is shortened (e <0). Whether the unit cell is elongated or shortenend cor-

responds to the value of • (•»O, *-£• elongated, <J>=TT. ±-j shortened). The

value of if For which *.he minimal value of the free energy is realized de-

pends on the interaction term hap cost<)>+28) in (2.7). Fram the values of

$ and 6 realized in KCuF.. and Cs2AuAuClg we can deduce that in both cases

the sign of h is negative in the actual structure found (for a further dis-

cussion of' this point, see chapter 4).

We also remark that the effect of the parameter of symmetry r2(K=|JI)

is to enhance the Stability of the solution with space group I4/mmm in

which two inequivalent B-sites are present. Its effect is to increase the

inequivalnnce of the B-site ions. The effect of r2(k=|jä) alone can he de-

picted as in fig. 2.3. An appropriate name for it could be "cliarge-ordering-

-deformation".
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Figure 3 Structure resulting

from an instability

of syrmetry

We can conclude that the only structures that can result from a

continuous phase transition due to an instability of symmetry type

r:2(K=Hå) in the cubic perovskite structure have the space groupsI4/mmm

and I4/mcm. The stability of the former is enhanced by the induction of

a charge ordering deformation.

To be able to compare the structures found in a minimization proce-

dure according to Landau with the actual structures found we have to in-

clude strain and the charge ordering deformation as secondary order para-

meters.

2.4 DISCUSSION

In the first part of this chapter we have shown that the chain sub-

duction rule must be modified to be used in cases where secondary order

parameters can be induced in going through the transition. In the second

part of this chapter we gave an example where these induced parameters

in fact had to be taken into account. One may ask whether the parameter

of symmetry F'jtk'iJJ) really is the primary order parameter or whether

it may be secondary whilst strain or the "charge ordering" parameter might

be primary. One Indication is given by the relative magnitudes of these

parameters in the structures as given in table 2.3 where it can be seen

that the deformation corresponding to r^ik^JJi) is by far the largest.

"• *
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A second indication can be found in the group-subgroup relations between

the cubic space group and space groups I4/mran and 14/mcm when we consider

the chain aubduction rule. A continuous phase transition from the cubic

perovskite structure would not be possible as a result of either a strain

instability or a pure charge ordering effect. In such a case either a com-

plicated discontinuous transition should take place or a sequence of two

continuous transitions in which the second would involve a parameter cor-

responding to one basisvector of the former r!2(k
=5$i) parameter.

One may wonder what is the physical basis behind the parameters used

by us. As was discussed before, in the soft mode theory the transition is

related to a vibrational instability in the structure. An instability of

symmetry V' (K=S$J) has only been found till now in systems with incom-
II III

pletely filled bands or shells as e.g. Cu or Mn compounds. So it is

reasonable to suppose that this instability is not of a purely vibrational

type but that vibronic effects are involved. Therefore it will not be pos-

sible to use soft mode theory but we will need another approach to find

the physical nature of the order paramaters.

The results of the Landau-type of calculation (cf. section 2.3) can

suggest some elements that are needed In such an approach, because we now

know which structures must be related. Therefore we know some interactions

to be included in a Hamiltonian. Indeed, the rl_t K«J a i Ï parameter has amongst

other things, the effect of introducing Jahn-Teller ordering, whereas the

r̂ fK.= iil) parameter was seen to paint to the presence of charge ordering.

Therefore one could try a model where both Jahn-Teller ordering and charge

ordering are taken into account. In chapter 4 we will consider such a model.
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CHAPTER 3

LGCAL COORDINATES

THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE CONCEPT AND THE USE IN THE CUBIC PEROVSKITE STRUCTURE

3.1 INTRODUCTION

In an jdeal crystal the normal modes are the eigenfunctions of the

harmonic vibrational hamiltonian, comparable with the Bloch functions for

the electronic part of the Hamiltonian. But in the same way as the (loca-

lized) Wannier functions can be a better starting point for a description

of or calculations on an electronic system, there are cases where it is

more natural to start from a localized description of a vibrational sys-

tem.

In this chapter we develop a method to derive systematically such a

localized set of vibrations. The definition of our localized vibrational

coordinates is analogous to the definition of Wannier functions for elec-

trons. If the dispersion relations of the normal modes of vibration are

known and fulfil some simple conditions, the local modes and the äsbo-

ciated local coordinates can in principle be calculated.

After the derivation of the local coordinates we apply the concept

to a one dimensional, a two dimensional and a few three dimensional (cubic)

systems to show some examples which clarify the idea.
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3.2 LOCAL COORDINATES

3.2.1 Introduction

Calculations based on local coordinates have been performed for a long

time in systems containing impurities, but the only applications in "per-

fect" systems seem to be from the last few years [4-7]. In some casesthe

most important reason to use a localized description of the vibrations of

a system seems to be that they are conceptually easier to use than normal

coordinates, as for example in the case of the phase transitions in SrTiO

and LaAlCL calculated by Thomas and Müller [a] (see chapter 2 ) . But if the

interactions between electrons and lattice displacements have a strongly

localized nature there is a more compelling reason to use local coordinates.

Kohn Q Q , for instance, pointed out, that because effective interac-

tions between electrons are generally of short range, it is somewhat un-

natural and an obstacle to the application of physical or chemical intui-

tion, to work in a representation of infinitely extended states [Y]. This

argument can also be valid for displacements in the lattice that interact

with well-localized electrons. When the electron-lattice interaction is

strong it may very well be larger than the elastic energies and one should

then treat the electron-lattice coupling first, taKing Into account the

coupling between the local distortions at a later stage [2,3].
g

As an example consider a d -ion in a strong octahedral field. In

this case one could use the folluwing scheme Q{]:

cubic field»electron-lattice interactions»!attice vibrations»magnetic

interactionii.
g

This means that for a d -ion in a strong octahedral field the e -

subshell can profitably be taken as the electronic basis (cf. chapter 4 ) .

In this basis the interactions of the localized electrons with the loca-

lized vibrations can be calculated and the interactions between the vi-

brations are introduced at a later stage.

In principle there are several ways to obtain a set of local modes

of vibration. Of course one can use the Cartesian displacements of the

various ions in the lattice, but then one looses the advantages of nor-
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mal coordinates, which correspond tu Wie eigenvectors of tlie hrnmoujc vi-

brational Hamiltonian,

Because these are obtained by a diagonalisution procedure the best thing

seems to ...jopt a middle course and to retain part of the diagonalisation

like in the Uannier functions for electrons. We fallow this approach in

this chapter. Other, more intuitive ways of chosing a set of localized

coordinates have also been followed (cf. (6j and O7]'*

3.2.2 Twn intuitive ways of defining local coordinates

In order to show clearly where our approach deviates from such more

intuitive approaches we start by proceeding along the lines of 1homas [6j

and comment briefly on his work and the work of Pytte and Feder (ƒ].

Thomas used a model in which thB motion of only one type of coordi-

nate In each cell ts taken into account and the rest of the crystal is

treated as a bath. The hamiltonian is written as a sum of single particle

contributions and an interaction part

H ' 1 Ha Hint

with

(3.1)

Ci.L')

where M is an effective mass. V(Q.) the total potential energy correspon-

ding to the coordinate Q. in cell 1 in a crystal if all other coordinates

Q. , (1/1'J are zero and P. is the conjugate momentum.

To derive the form and properties of the local coordinates Thomas

proceeded in the following way:

A configuration of a crystal is described by the Cartesian compo-

nents u.. of the atomic displacements in the crystal with respect to a

reference configuration. (There are K atoms in the unit cell, X runs over

the 3K Cartesian components in the cell, and 1 over the N cells). A con-

figuration jn thd 3KN-dimensional vector space spanned by orthonormal ha-

slsvectors e can be represented by
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u
un en (1 = 1, N. \ = 1 3K) (3.3)

If some motions of the crystal are relatively independent of the other mo-

tions, we can deal with the first set of motions separately. Mathematical-

ly this means that the motion of the system is restricted to a plane of

lower dimension A'N in configuration space (where A' denotes a number

<3K3.Tlie basis e., will» in general not be adapted to this projection.

We therefore choose a basis e' ,. such that the first A'N basis vectors

span the plane under consideration:

1' X '
"l'X*

(I1 = 1 N. \' = 1 3K1 (3.4)

The approximation then consists in disregarding all components 0,,., for
-»

components not in the plane. The transformation to the basis e'

3K) (3.5)

has to be complemented by a transformation of the momenta. In (3.5) only

the values of y.^ . for *'<A' are of importance. If Q, are stiJl lo-

calized coordinates the sum over 1' in 13.5) effectively runs only over

a neighbourhood of 1.

The main point now will be of course, to choose the new nasisvectors

in such a way that the localized coordinates ( „ , will be easier to work

with in calculations on the system than the former coordinates u. or

than normal coordinates.

Up to this point the intuitive way of introducing local coordinates

runs parallel to the one to be described shortly. Thomas Q»J chose the

local coordinates such that they transformed according to IR's of the

point group of the crystal. In the cubic perovskite structure for in-

stance the point group is 0 , thus the coordinates have to transform

according to an IR of 0 .

Suppose now that one is interested in phase transitions that can

be associated with a wave vector k. If this wave vector belongs to a

point in reciprocal space with the same point group as the point group
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of the crystal, one expects to obtain in this way a basis adapted to the

description of the transition. In the cubic perovskite structure only wave

vectors k=QDO and K*ii i have the point group 0. , the point group of the

crystal.

However, when there are atoms on the faces or edges of the unit c e l l ,

the Q. chosen in such a way are not independent \e]. Related to this pro-

blem is the fact that the e| . belonging to different cells can in general

not be chosen orthogonal. Since the transformation is not an unitary trans-

formation in this case the kinetic energy acquires a non-diagonal form:

Hkin T 1 X . 1 ' X ' P n P 1 ' X '

l ' X '

with (3.61

T 1 X , 1 ' X > " " i n " l ' X '

Difficulties like such a kinetic energy term and linear dependent vectors

are encountered in the cubic perovskite structure. If one uses these lo-

cal coordinates to describe displacements of the anions.

Pytte and FedBr QQ introduced in a slightly different way local

coordinates only for the rotations of octahedra in the cubic perovskite

structure. A vector F?C 1) was associated with the centre of each unit cell.

The magnitude of S(l) is proportional to the angular displacements of the

oxygen ions

tan (3.7)

where $.. denotes the angle of rotation of the octahedra at site 1 around

the axis 1(i*xyz). The kinetic energy associated with R(l) was written:

T = 1 I R(l).e(l,r).R(l') (3.B)
1.1'

where 8(1,1 ' ) is chosen so as to vanish when a l l octahedra rotate in

phase OQ .
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3.2.3 Wannier type local coordinates

We see that the methods both of Thomas [{Q and of Pytte and Feder [T]

resulted in non-diagonal terms for the Kinetic energy. To avoid the li-

near dependence of tin local coordinates and the non-diagonality of the

Kinetic energy we IOOK for local coordinates which have the following pro-

perties:

1. They show a localized character (cf. Thomas and Pytte and Feder);

2. They forma linearly independent, preferably orthonormal setj

3. They are linear combinations of the normal coordinates of the sys-

tem (these being the eigenvectors of the harmonic vlbrational ha-

miltonian)i

4. They can be classified according to the symmetry of the site around

which they are centered (this latter condition is a relaxation of

the condition of Thomas \p] ).

Taking the second and third condition together we have the condition:

It should be possible to transform the local coordinates into

the normal coordinates by a unitary transformation.

The conditions given are the same as satisfied by Wannier functions [sQ

with respect to Bloch-type wavefunctions in the electronic theory of so-

lids. The symmetry properties and locallzability of Wannier functions for

complex electronic energy bands have been discussed extensively by Des

Cloizeaux pO.11,12]. Kohn [T] developed a local mode concept in the har-

monic approximation for the case of a linear lattice analogous to the

Wannier function treatment of the electronic theory.

We shall describe a slightly modified form of Kohn's treatment which

we extended to three dimensions [li] nuking use of the results of Oes

Cloizeaux for electronic functions. Blount [23] once made a suggestion

that would have led to a similar derivation.

The Hamiltonian that describes the motion of all the ions in a three-

dimensional crystal is Ql4] in the harmonic approximation:

j.
kja kja

ttja) (3.3)

q(kja) and q (kja) are a normal coordinate and its conjugate momentum clas-



sified according to the Irreducible representations JJ5.16] of the space

group of the lattice. (Notethat each IR can occur more than once);

K is a wavevector in the first Brillouin zone;

j is the branch index;

( a normal coordinate labelled by K and j is connected with a small re-

presentation belonging to the group of kj.

a = 1 n labels the rows (columns) of the small representation.

The q(kja) and q(kja) obey the standard commutation relations

(3.10)

(3.11)

). qtk'j'a'fl - -ifi fi££, S^, i^,

[q(kja), qlk'J'a')] * &i£ja), qiït'J'o')] = 0

Each normal coordinate q(kja) describes a normal mode of vibration of the

lattice with frequency uikjo). |u(itja)|] is an eigenvalue of the Fourier-

transformed dynamical matrix. It is well known that these frequencies are

arranged in branches in the Brillouin zone. A symmetry label is associated

with each eigenvector of the Hamiltonian (see the appendix).

The symmetry of neighbouring points on a branch is compatible. If the

symmetry of the neighbouring points in the Brillouin zone is the same then

also the solutions associated with these points have the same symmetry.

Branches can be connected by symmetr./i in this case they belong to a band.

Des Cloizeaux ßi,12] described a band as follows:

A band usually consists of several branches; connected branches

always belong to the same band; two bands are never connected:

they are isolated.

From this description one can see that there are cases in which it

is impossible to distinguish separate bands, namely when some branches

are not connected by symmetry and do not therefore belong to the same band

but are neither separated from each other. This can happen when the energy

regions of two bands overlap. If the two bands have the same energy in

separate regions of the Brillouln zone you still have separate bands, but

if they overlap in the same region of the Brillouin zone it is difficult

to distinguish bands. In this case one can speak of a complex band as op-

posed to the former simple band.
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For the case of an electronic energy band. Des Cloizeaux jju] showed

that subject to some simple conditions (e.g. ensuring the existence of a

simple band) the eigenfunctions belonging to the band can be transformed

to an orthonormal set of equivalent local orbitais associated with the

points (i.PI) of a lattice L.. (M labels the unit cell, i numbers the sites

in a unit cell belonging to lattice L ). The orbitais associated with (i,N!

transform according to a given IR r of the site group G.„. The lattice L,

is generated by applying all operations of the space group of the crystal,

G, to an arbitrary given point (i,Ml = (1,0). As a result L can bu con-

sidered to consist of one or several interpenetrating Bravais lattices

When in uur vibrational problem, we can distinguish a vibrational

band, we can apply the procedure described by Des Cloizeaux to derive lo-

cal coordinates. The conditions which have to be fulfilled for this trans-

formation from normal coordinates to local coordinates to be possible, are

that for all points of maximum symmetry in reciprocal space the spacugroup

IR's TpJ belonging to the band subduce the sitegroup IR F for tacfi site (i.Ml

as many times as FpJ is contained in the band. The normal coordinates be-

longing to this band are then said to belong to a set E(L.rn) ß ü ] . Tt is

easy to see that the number of normal coordinates belonging to such a band

must be equal to the number of sites (i.M) in L, times the dimension of r .

and therefore equal to the number of local coordinates. It can be shown

that the transformation is unitary ß o ] . In proving this Des r.loizenux

[jüj chose a particular form of a spacegroup representation r J such that

the corresponding basis functions transform under the operations of the

sitegroup G.^of one- site according to the sitegroup IR's, r , which are

subduced by F J , (T J=Eanr
n). Thus he adapts the form of his spdcegroup

representations to the IR's of one site (i.N). We prefer to us« the stan-

dard form of the spacegroup IR's, for which the primitive translations

are represented by a diagonal form, which arises naturally when üloch-

type basis functions are used |j7,18].

Both types of representation (Bloch-type and "Cloizeaux"-type) aie

equivalent! therefore the corresponding basis functions are related by a

unitary transformation. It follows that local coordinates can be obtained

by a unitary transformation of the normal coordinates (associated with the
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standard spacegroup IR's) which belong to a set E(l.,mJ Q3J].

Henceforth we will denote a normal coordinate belonging to E(L,m) by

Q(kja). a local coordinate by Q(aiM). QtoiM) is associated with site (i.M)

on Bravais sublattice L., and transforms according to the oth row of the JR

rm of the sitegroup G.„. We write the transformation as:

Q(oim = J_ O(itjo) U:
KJoi

kja.oiM
(3.12)

The summation is over all normal coordinates belonging to the vibrationai

band under consideration.

The Q(oin) form an orthonormal set:

(3.13)

i s an element of a unitary matrix U.

kja
kja.criM 6MIT

U kja.oin 6kk' 6Jj'

(3.14)

(3.15)

To reduce the calculation of the elements of Uj»., we can u;,e the sym-

metry behaviour of CKoiH) and Q(kjct) and their orthonormality relations.

Choosing an origin (i,M) - Í1.D) for one of the Bravais subl ittices, we

can generate the spacegroup operations by:

a) elements of the sitegroup G. - : R. _;

b) elements that generate the origin of the

other Bravais sublattices L., j^i : S. j

c) translation elements that generate a Bravais

sublattice : Tn>

When we apply R Q we get by definition:

R. n Q(o10) = I Ota'10) rm(R. n) ,'»u ** 1 » 0 a a
o

The local coordinates on the other sites of L are defined by Q.1O.1ÍJ:

(3.16)
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Q(o10) = Q(ajo) (3.17)

and

Q(a10) = g(o1n) (3.16)

We can combine (3.12) and (3.18) using the transformation properties of

the normal coordinates [j5,16,2(fj to get:

ultja.aio
(3.19)

When we insert this relation in (3.13) and (3.14) we get the result:

N

o i
• 6 j j ' «ac- s.21)

The following relations can be established from (3.16) and (3.17) respective-

ly:

, )

"íjo.apo

ak' a'

r PM
p,o)ta,t>a' "S 'Ja'.olo

(3.22)

(3.23)

(The summation i s over a l l K in the star of t).

Since all IR's of the spacegroups caii easily be deduced from now existing

tabulations [J8,2Í] the elements of U can be calculated in principle. The

calculation is simplified somewhat by the fact that the Q(oiM) can be

chosen to be real, as discussed by Dss Cloizeaux | jo ] i this means:

U íjo.oiM * U-kja.ail1

By a l l relations given we cannot determine unambiguously the relative sign

of the Ujj1 i M belonging to different stars. The sign ambiguity may be

solved by selecting the mode which is the most localized. The verification
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of the localized character of the vibrational mode associated with Q(oiM)

is a very complicated matter. For an extensive discussion of this point

we -efer to the papers of Des Cloizeaux ßi,12] and Kohn [1.19.22]. The

local coordinates obtained In this way fulfil the conditions posed at

the beginning of this section. We can use the unitary character of (3.12)

to write:

Q(kja) l u'ï

and

aifi

oifi

i.oiM

kja.oiM

QiaiM)

Q(oiM)

(3.24)

(3.25)

In the harmonic Hamiltonian for the band under consideration we now re-

place Q(kja) and Q(kja) by the expressions (3.24) and (3.25). With the

help of the orthogonality relations this Hamiltonian becomes:

H = } I Q(oiM)
oiM

è I Q(oiM) vtoin.o'i-M')
a'i'M'
a i d

(3.26)

(Note that we have also used the reality of Q(aiM).

In (3.26) the kinetic energy part is still diagonal because all transforma-

tions that have been applied are unitary. The interaction between the lo-

cal coordinates centred at sites (i.M) and li'.M') is given by

v(aiM,a'i'ir) =

(3.27)
kja

If the phonon energies u(kja) of the branches in the vibrational band are

known the "generalized force constants" vfoiM.a'i'PI') can be calculated.

Due to the comparatively simple expressions for U>. . this can be done

relatively easy with the transformation given in (3.27), in which the
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, v

sign ambiguity of UT»-. is not important.
Kja,oin .

The momentum conjugate to QtaiM) is QioiHJ as can be seen from (3.26). We Drouu

this by calculating the appropriate commutators, using (3.101 and (3.11)

for the normal coordinates in the bands and (3.12) to relate Q(oiM) and

Q(kja). This yields:

lP 6m,Q(o'iTI')] = -if, 6oo

Qta'i'M'f] - [çHaiPI), Qta'i'M'f] = 0

(3.28)

(3.29)

For normal coordinates not belonging to the band, one can easily show that

all commutators with Q(oiM) or Q(oili) are zero.

For some applications it can be useful to Know the relation of the

local coordinates to the Cartesian displacement vectorsj hence we give

this relation here.

The Cartesian displacement u( ) of atom K in the lth cell due to the

normal modes belonging to the band can be written [j4] :

Kja
^Uiltje) (3.31»

e(<|kja) is a symmetry-adapted normalized eigenvector of the Fourier-

transformed dynamical matrix. In this expression we can replace Q(Kja)

by the appropriate linear combination of local coordinates (3.24) and

then single out the contribution of one particular Q(oiM). We get:

J
KjGt

(3.31)
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3.3 LOCAL COORDINATES IN SUItE PEROVSKITE-LIKF LATTICES

In this section we treat some examples of local coordinates respec-

tively in a one-, two- and three-dimensiui.. i lattice. The one-dimensional

lattice gives almost trivial results; it is treated to demonstrate the

principle. The two-dimensional lattice already shows the most important

features found in the three-dimensional perovskite structure but is easier

to deal with.

3.3.1 The ionic linear diatomic lattice

The ionic diatomic lattice is depicted in fig. 3.1 (Mn>Mv); the cal-
D A

culation of local coordinates in this lattice has been done before £l»2j.

B X

o a
Figure 1 One dimensional lattice BX;

masses MpMx' fovce constant a,

lattice constant a.

We repeat it here to show a simple example of the use of local coordinates.

If we want to transform the normal coordinates of a branuh to a set

of local coordinates, the conditions mentioned in section 3 of this chapter

for the normal coordinates to belong to a particular set F(L,m) have to

be fulfilled. It is easy to derive Qs,16J that the symmetry behaviour

of the normal coordinates at k=0 and k=— is as given in fig. 3.2 once we
a

have constructed the space group IR's [Í7,18] (table 3.1).

From the degeneracy of the vibrational bands it is clear that the lo-

cal coordinates can only be associated with lattices L„ or Lv. Tn tjalh in-

stances the sitegroup is C.(E.i) with IR's r and r . In table 3.2 the lat-
tices for both branches and the corresponding elements U. . . are given

KJa «trio
(since no confusion can arise we write U. instead of I).. . ). We givü

k,o kja.oio
schematic pictures showing the symmetry behaviour of the local modes in
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TablB 3.2

Synmetry behaviour of the local coordinates

branch lattice

D Lv

•ynnstry of local u

coordinate o.o k,o

N * IN N J

N'* lexp(JKa/2]N"' N l

Mots that tha absolut« sign of ths U Is not determined hut thu

relative »lgn of U. and U I« . The ax Ira pnasefactor In I lie

optical branch l>k representa th« phase-difference between bites,

B and X, du« to our choice of origin at B.

fig. 3.3. Apart from a slight difference in the transformation elements

the results are the same as Kohn's £lj results. In the diatomic TJX cast;

we can write the vibrational Hamiltonian for the acoustical branch

H = I I yCB.) 2 + i I
Ï ii'

and for the optical branch

) 2 * i I

Q(B.) v(B.,B ) 0(B,,)

II * i I 0(X 1 )
2 v(XjXi,)

we can calnulnte vtn.fi.,) and v(X.X ,) from (3.2/1 an(J tahle :!.? yivitii'.

fv w i _ ̂  V 2f. . -ikitv tv 1v(X.X..1 = r ) w [k) e X. X.,i i N f' o i i

assuming thdt the Q's are so well localized as to give rise to nearest

neighbour interactions only we get for the optical branch, e.g.:

H = i I g(x l2 + 1 X ü,2(kilg2(x l • i I J ( k ) coska I o(x i rjfx i
i k ° i k»0 i

" I D Ö2(X1) •^JiD
2(k) Q2(X.) + jr I ui (kl coaka Q(X.) ÇÍXl^11]
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From this expression we can see that the interactions between the local

coordinates are Known.

3.3.2 The two dimensional square lattice BX.,

Figure 4 Too dimensional lattice BX^

In fig. 3.4 we picture a two dimensional square lattice of composition BX.,:

because of the resemblance of this structure to the cubic perovskite struc-

ture we name it "two-dimensional perovskite structure". The symmetry group

of the lattice is the two dimensional space group P4mi it is a symmorphic

space group with point group C. . The point group elements are given in

table 3.3 and fig. 3.5 together with the reciprocal lattice [24]. The lat-

tice constant of the direct lattice is a Í1^ |=|a"2|=a).

To investigate the posaibility of forming local coordinates centered

at various sites in the lattice, we need to know the symmetry of the dis-

persion curves. With these we can test which branches can form a set E(L.m)

by subducing the representations connected with the points of highest sym-

metry in the reciprocal lattice at the chosen point in the direct lattice.

The points of highest symmetry are Q M J :
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r:K=OO

N:k=Oä

symmetry C.

symmetry C^

symmetry Z^

Figure Sa Some syrmetry elementa
in BX2.

N
\ t

\ Al
T
•

--

\

/
\
—

\

H

Figure Sb The reciprocai lattice

corresponding to BXg.

The transformation behaviour of the lattice displacements at the points

of highest symmetry can be found from the characters of the symmetry opera-

tionsj these are givon in table 3.3.

r
H

N

(Í-OO)

(K-il)

1K-0J)

e

6

6

E

6

C4

0

0

0

-

0

0

D

-

Tabls 3

RapraBSntatJons of

-8

2

-2

.3

normal

°x

0

0

0

0

modes

0
y

D

0

0

0

°*y

0

0

0

-

oiy

0

a

0

-

IR"S

3E(C4v)

Ä1*A2-2Bi'2B2(C2v'

To find the possible branches we need the compatibility relations; these
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,ire given in fig. 3.6 (in calculating them use can be made of table :3.4).

Figure 6 Compatibility relations for the "two-dimensional perov-

skite structure".

Table 3.4

Representations of normal modes In the

two dimensional perovskite at reciprocal

reciprocal p

ACk-«)

au-ou
T(í-cè)

<k-«)

olnt

6

6

6

6

element
o o o
xy x v

0

0

0

-

points of lower

group of k

ca

Cs

C

symmetry

IR's

3A"'3A"

3A'«3A"

3A''3A"

6A

If we start for example from the IR of symmetry E at reciprocal point

H the two bands shown in fig. 3.7 are possible.

We looK whether one of these bands can form a set E(L.m) and we

investigate the symmetry of the local coordinates corresponding to this

set.

Following the procedure described at page 72 we have to cal-

culate the subduction of the space group IR's TG< at the reciprocal

points r, H and N. The character of a space group representation c.3ti be
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Figure 7 Two band structures with r^-E at

reciprocai point H.

calculated by a standard procedure [Ï7] from the sr̂ all group representa-

tions Fj* given above.

The subduction then consists in taking the characters of the site

group elements for one site of the lattice. The subduction will yield

a site group representation that in general is reducible. We will write

the subduction of the space group representation r_ at site i as \f^\. •

As can be seen from the described procedure only the characters of r

corresponding to the symmetry operations of the site groijp of one site

are needed. Therefore it js sufficient to calculate from the fj* only the

characters of r_(R), where R are the elements of the pnint group af site
G

i.

If site i is at the origin of the lattice the site group elements

do not contain any lattice part. For instance, if we choose for the lat-

tice L the site B (site group C^^) we can take as the origin of this

lattice B at r=fO,O). The elements of the point group of B are then:

. {C4|0}. }. {oy|0}, and io-y|0}.

From the characters of the space group representations of the band at

reciprocal points T, H and N we can determine the site group representa-

tions. This gives for the points
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r(K=OO) and the small group IR

N(k=Oil

rj=E

TrB2
r r A i
ri-A2

' C 4 ' *

l C 2 v ) +

( C 2 v ' -

t C 2 v ' -
( C 2 v ^

c g B - E

cgB=E

cgB=E

cgB=A2+ B2

(C4v/'

( C 4 v '

«V
t C 4 v '
( C 4 v '

From the subduction of the representations at r, H and N we see that the

first band fulfils the conditions for being a set ECL.ml but the second

does not. Therefore a band of symmetry E at r and Hand of symmetry Ef^R, at

N can be used to form local coordinates at the B-ions, but the hand with

symmetry A.+A2 at N cannot. The local modes resulting from the first band

are shown schematically in fig. 3.8.

•—O

Figure 8 Schematic pictures showing the

symmetry behaviour of the local

E mode associated with site Bof

the BX„ structure.

If we exclude this band from further considerations we can deduce from tiie

symmetries of the other bands at r and H that no other local modes can be

found centered at the lattice poiiil.s B, since the IR's belonging to r

all subduce the IR E while the IR's at H do not subduce E.

From the other branches in reciprocal lattice we could imagine two

bands to be formed e.g. the ones for which the compatibility relations

have been given in fig. 3.9a and 3.9b resulting from dispersion relations

e.g. as in fig. 3.10.
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(a)E'

A H T N A r
A'-A1-A'-A1-A'x

Figure 9 Compatibility relations of pos-

sible bande in the two-dimensional

•perovakite structure.

Figure 10 Poeeible dispersion rela-

tions in BX„, correspon-

ding with the bands of

figure ?.

We now investigate whether the bands given in fig. 3.9 can be sets

E(L,m). Us saw that the lattice L could not be given by the sites B.

We now try the lattice formed by X. As the origin of the X-lattice
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we choose X at r=(2a.,oJ; the point group at X, is C^ with elements ( E | 0 } ,

lCq\a }, {a^\o}, {a |a }. To determine the subduced representations of

the space group IR's at X we must calculate the characters of TV for

these elements. The simplest way to find them is by taking the characters of

k[ o } , (C^lo), {ajo} and {o |C} and displacing the origin to r=fla1,O)

with the procedure, given in the appendix. This means for instance that

for k=55 the characters corresponding to {C^jD} and {o ]0> haue to be multi-

plied with -1. As an example,

k=ää

X(R1=

Therefore we can conclude that

k=5 5 r**A gives f r 1 =B,k 1 G X1 1

1

1

1

1

{c4 jo:

i

-1

i

-1

I iojn}

1

1

-1

-1

(a 0}
y1

-1

-1

1

origin

origin

origin

origin

at

at

at

at

(0,0)

(iav0)

(0,0)

lia ,0)

Because A. and A_ at H do not subduce the same representation at X,

the rule of Des Cloizeaux is not obeyed for this band, therefore local modes

cannot be formed from this band at the sites X.

It can be derived that the band given in fig. 3.9b does not confirm

the rule either. Likewise it is also impossible to find a set E(L,m) at

r=(ia.,ia2) or (taking the two bands together) at r=(x,x) or (x,C).

However, another band structure is possible and is Eiven in fig. 3.11

and 3.12. We calculate the subduction of the IR's at X1 for k=00.

k=00

and k=0| and find for the band of fig. 3.12a

= I BTI (C. )

r-t=fi

C_ )2v

And the band of fig. 3.12b
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Figure 11 Another possibility for

the dispersion relations

in BX-, corresponding with

the bands of "ig. 12.

00 ÇÇ 5Í 0Ç 00

r A

(a) E

T N A r
A~ArA\_

K-UU

Ï-01

Figure 12 The compatibility relations for

two bands of fig. 11.

( C 2 v '

i C 2 v '
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The blocks around the representation symbols indicate that the first band

always subduces B. (C_ ) once and the second B2'
C? "*' t n e r e f o r e from these

bands local modes can be formed with symmetry B. and B at X respective-

Figure 13

a. Bj mode at b. By mode at L

Figure 14

a. B„ mode at X. b. B„ mode at X„

Schematic pictures of such modes are depicted in fig. 3.13 and fig. 3.14.

We see that the first one (fig. 3.13) of symmetry B. at X has the main

component of its motion towards and from the B-ions; the second one is
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mainly a motion of the X-ions perpendicular to the B-ions.

If we write down the hamiltonian belonging to the band of fig. 3.12a

or_ of fig. 3.12b in local coordinates we get:

H = 1 l tptnmlí)2 * i I I Q(nml) v(nml n'm'l1) Q(n'm'l')
nml nml n'm'l1

with n=1 N-i'̂ i number of unit cells in the system in the x-directian

m=1. N-jN, number of unit cells in the system in the y-direction

1=1,2 1*1 sublattice connected with X at Ja.O

1«2 sublattice connected with X2 at D,Ja

Q(nml): local coordinate centered at X. in unit cell (nm)

v(nml» rr'm'l'): Interaction term

Q(nml): momentum conjugated with Q(nml)

If the Q(nml) are well localized we need only take into account interac-

tions of local modes separated one unit cell or less

v *v(nml;nml) and only three different vtnmljn'm'l'):

v.=v(nm1;nm2)"-vCnni1;n+1 ,m2)

-v(nm2;nm*1,1)"v(nm2;n-1,

v(nmi;n+1,m

v(nm1;nm*1.1)

;nm-1 2)*v(nm1;n+1 ,m

,1]*-v(nm2;n-1,m1)

v_-v(nm1;n-1»m1)»v(nmi;n+1,m1)=v(nm2;nm-1,2)«v(nm2;nm+1,1)

v_»v(nm1:nm-1, n-1,m2)iv(nm2;n+1,m2)

Where we have taken v(nml;n'm'l')-+v(n'm'l'i nml). We will encounter these

same interaction terms in chapter 4.

3.3.3 The cubic parovskite case

The calculations of local coordinates for a three-dimensional lattice

proceed along the same lines as in a one or two-dimensional system. In this

section we investigate local modes mainly consisting of anion displacements.

The most important reason to calculate such modes Is that the displacements

of nearest neighbour anlons give the main contribution to the electron-lat-

tice interactions around the B-ions that we study. We determine the sites

with which local modes In the cubic perovsklte system can be associated.
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First we note that in the model calculations of Cowley Q?5] on SrTiQ

the r,,. R-cornBr mode is included in a band found in the frequency interval
12 -1

4-13x10 s in his model III (see fig. 3.15, the other branches found

above and below this interval are not included in this figure (see fig. 8

of Cowley).

A possible way to complete the band in fig. 3.15 in the remaining

directions of the Brillouin zone is shown in fig. 3.16. From the appendix

it is easy to see that in all the normal modes in this band, anion displacements

of type X-. ,Xj.- ,XX .XJJJ ' X T I Z a n d XIIIz a r e ^ n v°l v e d- This suggests the

anion lattice for the description Df the local modes. Subduction of the IR's

of the band on the representations of the site group D.. Df the anion sites

shows that all representations corresponding to the band subduea the IR

E (0«L) once at the points of highest symmetry r, X, R and H. Therefore

the necessary conditions to construct local modes with symmetry E around

the anion sites are fulfilled.

í

cQ>

cr
(_

M.

M.
M!

AO'A «— 000 000 »
Figure 15 Part of vibrational band structure of SrfiO^ as aal-

aulated by Couley, showing an isolated band in the
12 —1

frequency interval 4-13x 10 s

It can be shown that local modes centered at sites B cannot be formed

from this band because subduction of r2_(K= iJi 1 yields the IR T,. (0 nK

which is'not aubducsd by any of the k= 000 representations 4 r
15

+ r25'

all antisymmetric under inversion. The same holds for a band which con-

tains the IR r i 5(í-HJ) that subduces the IR T 2 (0h). In this way it
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Figure IS Compatibility relations for an extension of the band shown in

fig. IS

can be shown that no band can be found from which local modes with symmetry

T. around B can be formed.
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Figure I? Compatibility relations for a vibrational band containing the

T'jg R-corner mode, mainly consisting of anion displacements

Using the compatibility relations we can (appendix, table 2) construct a

(fictitous) band (fig. 3.17) involving anion displacements of the type

XIz'XII ancl XIII ' I n t n i s b a n d t n e r»2 R'corrit>1 mode is contained. Con-

struction of local modes with symmetry E (0.) around B from this band (or

from any other conceivable band) is impossible because the V'.~ R-corner

modes subduces E at B, while the IR's of MOOO subduce T, and T_ .
g 1u 2u
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SubiJuction at the anion sites givesfor all IR's found in fig. 3.17

A„ IÍJ 1 once, at points of highest symmetry. Therefore construction of lo-

cal modes with symmetry A_ at the X-ions is possible from this hand.

lhe mode used by Thomas and Müller \ß] and Pytte and Feder [7] was a

T„c R-corner mode (origin at A ) , built for "displacement fields" with sym-

metry T around B. Thomas QlJ used (implicitly) ariE local mode dt B in

a calculation of the Jahn-leJler effect in the cubic perovsKile structure.

From our treatment we can see that these types of local modes can not be

found in our framework.

3.3.4 Local modes in the K_PtCl,, structure
2 fa

The fact that no local modes of symmetry F or T can be formed at

the octjhedrel sites in the cubic perovakite structure seems to be due to

the sharing of anions. To uhow, however, that formation Df an E -müde is

possible in s system with independent octahedra we treat the example of

K,PtClK.

The KjPtCl structure \jf\ is given in fig. 3.18 and its reciprocal

lattice in fjg. 3.19.

• Pf Figure 18

O Q | The K2PtCl6 structure

® K

Figure 19

The reaiprooal lattice for- a fane

centered cubic (fen) etpu.tturo
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The space group of this structure is Fm3m(0 ). a symmorphic space group.

The Pt-ions are situated at the points OOO.jiO.OjJ and iOj, with site group

0. . The CI-ions are situated at aOO.OaO.GOa.aOO.OaO and 00a f•tUii.jOi.Oaj)l
h

with site group C. . The structure is a face centered cubic structure.

We take the primitive unit cell, containing one formula unit, in such

a way that it is centered in a symmetrie way around the origin of the crys-

taliogrejpliic unit cell. We restrict our calculations to a hypothetic hand

consisting of motions of the Cl-ions towards and away from trie Pt-ions. We

need to know the symmetry behaviour of the normal modes corresponding to

this band at points of highest symmetry in the Brillouin zone. These points

are:

rtMOQOI point group symmetry of the group of k, o

S
1-^— T ã' 1h

O~Í3 Oll

Wik»—0—) 0_.
a a 2d
2a 2a 2v

Since the space group is symmorphic the unit cell contains one formula unit

and the anions are not situated at corners or edges of the primitive unit

cell the IR's corresponding to the anion displacements can be simply found

from the IR's at k*QOQ. The small group IR's for k-000 corresponding tc the

anion displacements mentioned above are equal to the IR's in a molecular

system, i.e. A1 +E »T. . The small group IR's at X are A1 +(A *li2iS'*'
f
l,*

A2u

etc.

We now must proceed in the same way as in section 3.3.2: We have to

calculate the traces of the space group IR's that correspond to the sym-

metry elements of the site group where the local modes should be situated.

In this case at the origin. The site group of the origin is 0 .

Denote the trace of the small group IR of a symmetry element R by

X. (R) and the trace of the space gruup representation by xlT-.K). We
-1 '

can calculate x(r
G.R) from x(

r
G»

Rl= ?xk'°iRoi '* w h e r a t n e a± represents

generators for the elements not contained in the group of k, G?. xfrG,R)=O

for elements RCG. .

To calculate the possibility of obtaining local modes of a certain

symmetry type we need the IR's obtained from a reduction of x(7V,R) for
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R£0 . This procedure always yields the IH from which we started once, i.e.

A1 , E or T , in this case. For instance, E (k=0001 corresponds to

B_ + E2g _£

In this way we have shown that in the case where all anions of an octa-

hedron can be chosen so as to transform into each other by the operations

of the point group of the octahedron and these operations can be chosen so

as to contain no translational parts, formation of local modes of a mole-

cular type is possible.

3.4 DISCUSSION

In this chapter we derived in a systematic way which local coordinates

are possible in a crystal. Local coordinates were found to behave complete-

ly analogous to Wannier functions in the sense that they can be made to

obey the same symmetry rules. They are formed from all the normal coordinates

belonging to one vibrational band in the dispersion diagram, and therefore

they represent the set of local vibrational coordinates that matches the

spatial properties of the system. A lr.cal coordinate transforms according

to an IF? of the point group of the site where it is centered. As for the

Wannier functions not every possible symmetry at all different sites can

bs found. Only on the basis of the vibrational band structure one can de-

cide whether and where local coordinates can be formed and whf»t their sym-

metry is. If the normal coordinates belonging to a band are known, however,

it is in principle possible to calculate the local coordinates completely.

When the dispersion relations are not known there still are cases

when it is safe to suppose that in practice a band does exist from which

local modes can be formed. This is evidently so in molecular system, where

the internal vibrations of the molecules show only weak interactions with

the vibrations of neighbouring molecules, resulting in a flat dispersion

curve. In these cases our normal modes are nothing but orthogonalized sets of

normal vibrations of the molecules. The derivation given in this chapter then only showa
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that the usual practice to employ the normal modes of the molecules has a

theoretical basis.

If there is no vlbratlonal band of the right symmetry to form a cer-

tain set of local coordinates, but such a band could have been present for

a different ordering of the branches in the dispersion diagram, a set of

local coordinates can not lie calculated straightforwardly. One (-an. how-

ever, still construct one. But the local coordinates will no longer be

derivable from the normal coordinates of only one vlbrational band. Parts

of different bands will contribute, and the exact form of the local coordi-

nates can not be fixed uniquely. A set of local coordinates that is fixed

rather arbitrarily In this way has the advantage, however, to consist of

a set of orthogonal vectors of which the behaviour is identical at each

lattice point where the coordinates are centered, and can be classified

according to one site group IR of the site.

If within our framework a certain type of local coordinate is impos-

sible as for example the local coordinates of symmetry E and T_ at the

B-ion in the cubic perovaklte structure, one should be very cautious in

using that type of local coordinates because it consists of a set of li-

near dependent coordinates. If one loses sight of this, one may encounter

problems like those mentioned In chapter 1 ( Q H Q . and section 1.3.2). But

still it can be very attractive to use local coordinates of these sym-

metries at the B-ion, e.g. when an E electronic state, which may couple

strongly to E -type vibrations. Is present. As long as one remembers that

such a "symmetrized" set of local coordinates i.s not orthogonal this pro-

cedure seems the most appropriate thing to do. To derive symmetrized local

coordinates making such a detoui instead of posing it Intuitively [f>,/Q has

two advantages.

Firstly, in some Instances it is possible to relate a set of local

coordinates to one band in the dispersion diagram (like the one shown

in fig. 3.15). If one makes a set of symmetrized local coordinates from

the real local coordinates belonging to this ban.I, the resulting inter-

actions are still derivable from the original vibratlonal band. This is

true for the local coordinates used by Thomas and Müller [ß] and it shows

that there can be a physical basis behing the "plane in configuration

space" (compare text preceding eq. (3.4)).
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Secondly, one can see immediately, when formulating a set of symme-

trized local coordinates whether the considered type of coordinate is the

only one resulting from the vibratlonal band from which it is derived. As

an example we quote the local cooroinates of symmetry A_ at the X-sites.

When they are symmetrized around 6 they not only result in an E -coordi-

nate but also produce an A. coordinate. Of necessity both will be involved

when the electronic E -states at the B-ion interact with one vibrational
g

band in the cubic perovskite structure.
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CHAPTER 4

A DEGENERATE HUBBARD MODEL WITH VIBRONIC INTERACTIONS

4.1 INTRODUCTION

In chapter 2 we showed that one and the same instability in the cubic

perovsklte structure can lead to either a structure corresponding with a

Jahn-Teller ordering or to a structure with two inequivalent octahedra.

pointing to the possibility of charge ordering.

The ordering parameters connected with the transition were introduced

there as purely phenomenological parameters. In the discussion we argued

that the ordering described by these parameters could not be accounted for

by lattice vibrations only. We had to include effects like electron-lat-

tice interaction and electron-electron interaction. In this chapter we

derive a Hamlltonian in which both effects can be included. The Hamiltor.ian

if of a degenerate Hubbard type with degenerate vibronic interactions.

In section 4.2 we review some important papers dealing with the Hub-

bard Hamiltonian, viz. the papers by Hubbard himself and two subsequent

papers by Bari and Kurzyfiski. In these last two papers an electron-lat-

tice interaction was added to the Hubbard Hamiltonian albeit only an in-

teraction of electron with a non-degenerate mode. Finally, in this sec-

tion we point to a treatment of the "Jahn-Teller" effect in the cubic

perovskite structure where no electron-lattice interaction was taken

into account but where electron-electron interaction in a degenerate

electronic band alone led to electron ordering.

In section 4.3 we formulate a Hamiltonian for a degenerate Hubbard

system with an electron-lattice interaction analogous to the one used

by Kurzyfiski. There is, however, a difference in that the lattice dis-

placements also correspond to a degenerate mode.



In section 4.4 we calculate the energy minima to be found from this

Hamiltonian and the structures corresponding to the minima.

In the treatment in sections 4.3 and 4.4 the hopping term and relati-

vistic effects a.o. spin-orbit coupling, were neglected. We discuss these

briefly in section 4.5.

The calculations in section 4.4 are based on a first order perturba-

tion treatment of the electron-lattice interaction in which the change of

the electronic wavefunctions is not taken into account. Second order correc-

tions are also treated in section 4.5. In section 4.6 we compare the dif-

ferent structures we found in section 4.4. In section 4.7 we relate our

treatment to other treatments of KCuF_ and Cs„AuAuCl_ and discuss the
3 £. b

AAgF3 compounds that we reviewed in chapter 1.

4.2 THE HUBBARD HAMILTONIAN

The problem of describing the electronic structures of solids has been

treated along two main lines [i]. On the one hand there is the localized

electron model which is a purely atomic description of the solid. This

proves to be satisfactory for most insulators and for the f-electrons of

the rare earth metals. On the other hand one can use a one electron band

model (Bloch model) in which the interactions between electrons are taken

into account only through a self-consistent field. The second approach

proves to be satisfactory for the conduction band of a metal. In this ap-

proach correlations between the motions of different electrons are ne-

glected.

It is found experimentally that the d-electrons of transition metals

exhibit behaviour characteristic of both the band model and the atomic

model. Hubbard [2] argues that correlation effects in narrow energy bands

lead to the atomic behaviour and it is only by taking correlation effects

into account that one can understand how d-electrons exhibit both Kinds

of behaviour simultaneously. He introduced a simple model for treating

correlations in a narrow band. His model is, however, not exactly soluble

with techniques existing today [i]. Therefore all solutions given in the

literature are approximations (for a thorough discussion of this point

see ref. [i] ).
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Here we give subsequently a description of some papers which deal with

the Hubbard model and are of relevance to us. These are the papers by Hub-

bard [2,3] Bari [4] and Kurzynski [ B ] . Furthermore we add some comments on

a paper by Kugel and Khomskii [7], who gave a new type of derivation of the

Jahn-Teller effect in cubic perovskite structures. In this derivation the

electron-lattice interaction has not been taken into account.

4.2.1 The Hubbard model

We assume a non-degenerate electronic energy band. Oenote by *.(r-R.l,

the wavefunction for an electron at a position r in the neighbourhood of

an atom at site R., and by c. the creation operator for such an electron

at site R. with spin o. These localized electronic wavefunctions in the Hub-

bard model can be chosen to be Wannier functions which for instance at the

B-site in a cubic perovskite system can be approximated by molecular wave-

functions of metal-with-six-ligand complexes [6]. The Hamiltonian for the

electrons of thB band constructed on the basis of these Wannier functions

may be written:

where

t /•*(?-Ri) [~ V2 • V) d3r (4.2)

and

e/*(Ri) •(rfij)|7V|*
l

V represents the nuclear potential acting on the electrons. Thus the first

term in this Hamiltonian is just the ordinary band Hamiltonian. The second

term represents the Interaction between electrons. The first term is nor-

mally referred to as the hopping term and the second as the Coulomb term.

In his own treatment Hubbard [2] subsequently took into account only those

terms in the second part of the Hamiltonian for which i=j=k=l, leading to
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the Hamiltonian

H= y t
ijo i J

(4.4)

where U is the only non-zero matrix element in (4.3) and ni+=citcifis the

number operator whose eigenvalues 1 and 0 indicate whether or not there is

an electron on site i with spin t. The second term represents an atomic

Coulomb term in the case of a non-degenerate band. From this expression

Hubbard was able to show that a system containing a band with strong cor-

relations between the electrons can behave as an insulator or as a metal

depending on the band width and the correlation strength.

4.2.2 Charge ordering through a Hubbard model with electron-lattice inter-

action

Bari [4] introduced an interaction with displacements of the lattice

in the non-degenerate Hubbard model in the limit of very small band width

[insulating limit). He only took into account the first order terms in the

displacements of the ions from their equilibrium positions R-:

I V(?-R.)%£ v(?-R?) + 7.SR.-V V(?-R?)
1 l 1 X 1 J 1

Í4.5)

Furthermore he assumed that the "zero overlap limit" [5] holds, in this way

retaining only the terms with i=j in [4.21. Because the electronic functions

were assumed well localized only the l=i term in JóRj-V V(r-R,) was retained.

In this way Bari obtained an electron-lattice interaction term H . By put-

ting i=K, j=l in (4.3) Bari obtained for the Coulomb interaction:

(4.6)
-1 -a •*• J •*• •*• * J ' J T

Furthermore he took into account a lattice Hamiltonian

K •' H. = 7 ai-* a-*a-*
L 1 q q q

(4.7)

where a-* is a phonon destruction operator of wave vector q and <a-> is th&
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energy corresponding to the vibration of wave vector q. The total hamil-

tonian is then

(4.81

Bari was able to eliminate the interaction term by a canonical transforma-

tion, giving H=HC+HL with

where V represents an effective electron-electron interaction [4]. Fol-

lowing [4J we may assume

(4.10)

j-'l for i, j nearest neighbours ane f..=0 otherwise, this part ofwhere

the transformed Hamiltonian can be written as:

HC = (4.11)

•• i

Because the total number of electrons is a constant the third term repre-

sents a constant shift of the energy levels. When the number of electrons

is equal to the number of sites, the first and second terms of H separate-

ly describe quite different ground states. Supposing that I and W are both

positive 'Ujj*^..'' ttle ground state of the first term alone represents a

flott insulator. The ground state of the second term alone would have half

the sites unoccupied and the other half doubly occupied, if the lattice

consists of two sublattices with the same number of sites such that the z

nearest neighbours of any site of the first sublattice lie on the second

one (as in the cubic perovskite structure, where z=6).

Bari showed that for zW<I the first and for zW>I the second state

represents the ground state. Because the ground state entropy of the first

state is Nk In2 and of the second state is zero, the possibility exists

that for zW>I the system will undergo a phase transition at some temperíi-

ture. Bari calculated that the phase transition would be first or second

Vft
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order, depending on the electron-lattice coupling strength.

Therefore we see that Bari was able to show that for some values of

correlation- and electron-phonon coupling-strength the system can be charge

ordered, with a phase transition from the charge ordered state to the in-

sulting state of the Hubbard Hamiltonian.

Because all the calculations of Bari were based on a system with a

non-degenerate electronic energy band and a simple non-degenerate vibratio-

nal band he could use a canonical transformation to decouple the electronic

system from the phonon system and therefore calculate the properties of the

quasi-electronic system only. This is not possible for a system with dege-

nerate electronic or vibrational bands. Bari did not apply his calculations

to a particular structure although his model would have been suitable for

a cubic perovskite structure ithe structure resulting from the calculations

has space group Fm3m(0. ) and was depicted in fig. 2.3).

4.2.3 Charge ordering in a degenerate Hubbard model

Kurzynski [B] used a model comparable to the one used by Bari and ap-

plied it to a system with a cubic perovskite structure. He considered the

interaction of a degenerate band with a non-degenerate localized vibration.

He used this model to explain the phase transitions in LaCoO . Several at-

tempts had been made before to explain the occurrence of three phase tran-

sitions in the compound either by the appearance of charge ordering or by

assuming a high spin to low spin transition (see refs. in [ß]). In Kur-

zynski 's model both effects were incorporated.

The Hamiltonian that Kurzynski used contained the following terms:

H= H E • H [4.12)

The electronic term (H ) was of the Hubbard type and contained a one elec-

tron term of the form ^e.n., a hopping term of the form J b.,,c. c.,

and an intra-atomic interaction integral comparable with the exchange

and Coulomb terms in molecular theory. He assumed coupling of the elec-

tronic states to the Pi[k=J|5) "breathing" mode only (see for the result

of this type of deformation fig. 2.3).
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The breathing mode was denoted by 0 . : a local mode of symmetry A.
E-L r

centered around the B-site, giving H -ViQ|ni in which n is the number

of electrons to be found in the electronic states on site 1 in the band

that is considered. The lattice part of the Hamiltonian was taken to be:

HL I
11'

K -..Q-.H (4.13)

H describes the interaction with strain.

The H and H can be transformed by a canonical transformation there-

by eliminating H . However, because the transformation matrix does not

commute with the other parts of the Kamiltonian (H 1 the transformed Hamil-

tonian still contained electron-lattice terms. To eliminate these inter-

actions from the calculations Kurzynski averaged the transformed H over

the thermal population of the lattice states. The result of the transforma-

tion and the averaging is a decrease in magnitude cf the hopping term

J bll'cia
cl' • thereby narrowing the effective band width.

The energies resulting from this Hamiltonian were calculated using a

first order perturbation treatment for the non-diagonal terms consisting

of the projection of the Hamiltonian onto the single ion space of states

belonging to the direct sum of the four subspaces corresponding to Co ,

Co (high spin and low spin) and Co . Using the Hamiltoniar. thus ob-

tained the thermodynamic properties of the system were calculated in the

molecular field spproximatian. With this model Kurzynski was able to des-

cribe qualitatively the phase transitions in LaCoO_.

Kurzynski's treatment differs from the present one in that he con-

siders an interaction of electronic states only with a totally symmetric

localized displacement field, and in that he does calculate the properties

of his system (in a mean-field approximation) at non-zero temperatures.

In our calculation a degenerate displacement field is taken into account

together with a non-degenerate displacement field but only at zero tempera-

ture.
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4.2.4 Ordering of electron densities by a degenerate Hubbard model

The last paper to be mentioned here is a paper by Kugel and Khomskii

[7]. They applied the degenerate Hubbard model (without explicit electron-

lattice interaction) to systems with degenerate electronic states in the

cubic perovskite structure (among others KCuF^l. They studied the possi-

bilities for the development of an orbital superlattice in the atomic li-

mit, and they showed that the particular geometrical distribution of the

charge in the occupied orbitais leads to a collective distortion of the

crystal. The superlattice conditions that they imposed were of such a na-

ture that they could obtain the structures of KCuF, £-type and d-type,

which both showed to have the same energy in their approximation.

According to Cyrot [1] the advantage of the treatment of Kugel and

Khomskii [7] is that it links all three topics: orbital superlattices,

lattice distortions and magnetic long range order. Kugel and Khomskii [7].

however, did not includt. electron-lattice interaction in their treatment.

Although their approach shows that electron-electron interactions alone,

without electron-lattice interaction, can already lead to electron order-

ing, it is, in our opinion, difficult to understand how a good description

can be given if the lattice distortion results only from a second order

effect in the overlap integral t.. (the hopping term].

It Is our opinion too that the Hubbard approach can be used for KCuF^

but that electron-lattice interaction has to be included explicitly. An

additional effect of including this interaction in a Hubbard model i-. the

possibility of charge ordering.

We will return to the paper by Kugel and Khomskii [7] in section 4.ÍJ.1.

4.3 THE HAMILTCINIAN FOR A NARROW e -SUBBANO WITH ELECTRON-LATTICE INTER-
g

ACTION

In chapter 1 we discussed that in an idealized picture where both

compounds KCuF„ and Cs-AuAuCl. have a cubic perovskite structure each B-
II II

ion (Cu or Au ) has nine d-electrons in its outer shell. This option

we will work out here in the scheme given in section 3.2 [ö] assuming the

following orders of magnitude for the energy contributions:
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cubic field»electron-lattice interactions»lattice vibrations.

Working in this scheme we can take the e -subband of the d-band in whiche
3/4 of the possible states is occupied, as the basis for the electronic

wavefunctions. We can do so because the e - and t_ -states differ so much
g 2g

in ensrgy (10 Dq is large) that for small bands the subtends can be treated

separately. In the following we will not consider the t., subtends.

For a calculation of the possible ground states of our system we start

from a band model for the electrons with strong electron-electron and elec-

tron-lattice interaction. The model we use is a degenerate Hubbard Hamil-

tonian in the insulating limit. Because in this limit the electrons are

well localized we can employ the Wannier functions of the band as our elec-

tronic wavefunctions. These functions will strongly resemble molecular states

of the metal-with-six-llgands complex [ë]. In the gold compound where the

Bs-band is lying near the 5d-band one can also expect appreciable interac-

tion with this band, resulting in modification of the Wannier functions.

The functions on the different B-sites are mutually orthogonal. Stevens

[sj has shown that using properly orthogonalized functions one can proceed

in the second quantization notation rather similarly to what one does in

ordinary crystal field theory. Of course one has to employ properly anti-

symmetrized states for the electronic states of the crystal, but because

of the projection-operator-like form of the terms in the Hami1tonian the

calculations can be carried out much like molecular calculations as long

as one can treat the interactions for all sites rather separately.

4.3.1 The electronic part of the Hatniltonian

We can write the electronic part of the Hamiltonian as follows:

f4.14)

nlia=CliaClio

where U. . . . is a shorthand notation for U, . . e is the crys-
l1l2l3l4 ll1.ll2.ll3.li4

tal field (or rather ligand field) energy of the one-electron states in the
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cubic system. Because we consider only one crystal field term (e 1 the en-

ergy E is the same for all states taken into account. Therefore we will o-

mit this term from now on. The 1-summation extends over the sites around

which the Wannier functions are centered. The i's correspond to the two

components of a local E -symmetry (i=1 or 2, corresponding with 6 and e

respectively). The U's are the intra-atomic interaction integrals. They

correspond to the exchange and Coulomb terms. We have left out a contri-

bution from terms representing hopping of the electrons from one site to

another in order not to complicate the model too much, but we will return

to the effect of such a term in section 4.5.

4.3.2 The electron-lattice interaction

As mentioned before in the e -subband under investigation 3/4 of the

states is occupied, therefore we have one hole per site in this band. It

is well Known that a system with one hole in a local e one-electron stats

has a ground state of E symmetry in crystal field terms. This degenerate

state will in principle be split by a Jahn-Tel ler distortion. IV'ow the Jahn-

Teller effect arises as a consequence of an interaction that is generally

present: the electron-lattice interaction. Therefore we will take into ac-

count such an interaction in our system. As we have seen before from the

calculation of Bari f[4j, see section 4.2) the electron-lattice interaction

in a narrow Hubbard band can give rise to charge ordering.

Because we have assumed that the electrons in our systems are well

localized and the energy contribution from the electron-lattice interac-

tion is larger than the contribution from the vibrational energy, the most

appropriate procedure to take into account the electron-lattice interac-

tion seems to be to calculate the local interactions of the electrons with

local deformations of the lattice. We can write the series expansion of

the local potential Vtl) with respect to local displacements 0(19 in the

same way as Bari £*] did (but we go to second order):

(4.15)
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When the electronic sites that we consider have a local E -symmetry the

only terms in the expansion that should occur in the hamiltonian are those

In which 0,(1) belongs to the totally symmetric representation of 0 or to an

E -representation in order to retain the cubic invariance of the Hamiltonian.

The general expression for a local electron-lattice interaction can now be

written:

E-L(!)=•
Tv ITT"

.(1) (4.16)

' where Q_(l) is a local lattice displacement that transforms as the compo-

nent v of the IR r of the site group Gj. o"(l) is a tensor operator des-

cribing the densities of the electronic states that transform as the com-

ponent v of the IR r. For electronic e -levels they have the following

form in second quantization natation:

(4.17a)

0*(l) lcl1ocl2o*cl2ocl1oJ

(4.17c)

°A 2 g
( 1 ) (4.17d)

O., Oc, Oc and O are one-electron operators of the symmetry as indicated.
2g

The only non-zero values of V ^ , " are those for which Qp(l) Op,(D trans-

forms in the same way as Qp„(l), leading to interaction terms that are in-

variant under transformations of the cubic group. Local deformations of A,

symmetry cannot be defined at an octahedral position in the cubic perov-

skite structure, neither can products of local deformations transforming

as A2 . Therefore only terms for which r,r',r"=E or A. have to be taken

into account.

Because of their symmetry properties we can write local displacements
8 e r i

of E symmetry CUll) and 0 F(D. as p.cosS. and p.sinö., respectively [10J .
with p>0, 0<6<2n, and 0.(1) as Y,.

- - n 1
Inserting these expressions in (4.16) it can be shown that we arrive
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at:

(4.181

We will discuss the meaning of the constants again in 4.S.3.

4.3.3 Local coordinates

Up to this point we only introduced the local lattice deformations
fl f

0.(1), Ogd) and QE(1), but left them unspecified apart from their symme-

tries. In order to determine the potential energy in the lattice hamil-

tonlan we need to know how these coordinates are coupled to each other.

In this section we arrive at this by specifying the coordinates in terms

of the lattice modes. Our choice will be such that the coordinates on the

one hand reflect the local symmetries at the sites of# the transition metal

ions and on the other hand have a definite relation with the normal coordi-

nates.

In chapter 3 (see eq. (3.26)) we showed that a Fourier transformation

of the normal coordinates of the lattice leads to a set of local coordi-

nates that gives the lattice part of the Hamiltonian for ons band the form

that was given, i.e.

HL * s I 0(oiM)2*i
ail"! I

oUia'i'M'
Because we will work in a static approximation we will not consider the

Kinetic part of the expression.

It was also shown, however, that by this procedure it is impossible

to find local coordinates with the symmetry of Q and ÇL. centered around

the B-ions in the cubic perovskite structure. Strictly speaking all normal

coordinates of the lattice that contain a part transforming as E or A.

can contribute to the electron-lattice interaction, but it can be expected

that the main part of the interaction originates from coordinates having

largely E or A. character at the B-ions. The only normal coordinates in
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the cubic perovsitite structure that transform es A or E at the B-ions are

the normal coordinates of symmetry r^tiUiJJ). r'2(k=UI) and fi^lk-lJO) at

the points R and H of the reciprocal lattice (see for the reciprocal lattice

of the cubic perovskite structure fig. 2 of the appendix]. These are the

only coordinates, the symmetry of which is such that the representation re-

sulting from a subduction of their space group IR's on a site B contains

only the A and/or E representations.

We prefer to restrict the calculation of the electron-lattice inter-

action to an interaction with one vibrational band. In this case the best

choice for this band seems to be to take a band containing T' and T' at

the points R and H at PI. In chapter 3 it was shown that a vibrational band

containing the normal coordinates of symmetries r'2(k=Jäll. r_(k=äli) and

M.(k=3Í01 coultí be transformed into a set of local coordinates of symmetry

A„ at the anicns,
2u

The local coordinates corresponding to the band are not centered a-

round the B-ior«s, but by taking linear combinations of the six A coordi-

nates at the X-ions surrounding a B-ion, they can be expressed in terms of

local coordinates around the B-ions. This is analogous to the derivation

of the normal coordinates of amolecule by taking linear combinations of

Cartesian coordinates of a molecule. In this way we obtain a set of symme-

try adapted locdl coordinates (symmetrized local coordinates]: Q (l),Qp(l).

Q|(1).Q*(1),Q^(1) and Q*(l), where the subscripts A, E and T correspond

to the symmetries A. . E and T. , respectively. We have 0*(l)= J u (I 1).

Q(ll'), where Uj, II1) are Van Vleck's coefficients, tabulated efg^by Sturge

([11J . p.102). QÍ111) is the notation we use for the A 2 u local coordinate

centered at the X-ion situated halfway between the B-ions at sites 1 and.

1', respectively. <lp> denotes a summation over nearest neighbour pites i

r denotes an IR (ft or E or T, ) , y denotes a component of the IR r. First

we write (3.26) in terms of the local coordinates Qtl.l'l:

HL=i£Q(l.l*a)2* I Q
la llpaS

(4.19)

(a,8=x,y,z). By (1+a'l we denote a site which can be obtained by a primitive

translation over one lattice distance in the direction a.

Now we have to rewrite this expression in terms of Q (1). Because at
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räch octahedral site six 0^(1) were defined the total number of O p d ) is

6N. Therefore the Q„C1J cannot be obtained by a unitary transformation from

the 3N QU,l*a). Of course, we could have performed a unitary transforma-

tion from 0(1.1+a) to QpUl for only half of the sites. Since by such a

procedure we would loose a part of the symmetry of the system, we will never-

theless transform to the BN basis of 6 Q Ï U ) at every site.

WorKing in a 6N-dimensional basis instead of in a basis consisting of

3N degrees of freedom is similar to introducing redundant coordinates in

molecular systems [12], and in principle we can deal with the situation in

the same way, using Lagrange multipliers.

We have the following 3N relations for the 6N symmetrized local coordi-

nates:

(4.20a)

(4.20b)

(4.20c)

To be able to express the Hamiltonian in terms of the coordinates o l d ) we

first have to Know which vll.l*ail'a.'*ß) are present. If the Q(l,l»a)

are well localized we may assume that there are only a few non-zero terms

v. Because of the similarity in the symmetry these are the same terms as

we found in the two-dimensional crystal treated in section 3.3.2 (see fig.

4.1).

v =v(l,l*ajl,l+a) (4.21a)

(4.21b)

• • • T *
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v_=v(l. l*osl. l-a)

w =v(l,l*ajl«B,l*6*a)

( 4 . 2 1 . I

(4. Jim

Figure 1 Pictorial description of
the force constants be-
tween the local coordi-
nates in the cubic perov-
skite structure.

As can be seen from f i g . 4.1 v. and v_ relate local coordinates that can

be associated with one octahedron and v_ relates local coordinates asso-

ciated with two different octahedra.

For each octahedron we can calculate the coupling terms between the

v and «2 terms. We can transform the v terms into

coupling terras between the octahedra. Rewriting the contributions to

(4.19] we have

0-(l) from the v . v

Q(l.lta) =vo

a=xyz
(4.22a)

(4.22b)
Vß=xyz

a-xyz
0(l . l*a)0( l . l -a)=v 2 f - |0A ( l ) 2 -50g(l) 2 - i0g(l) 2 - ' I 0™tl)?]

a=xyz (4.22c)
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I I u
aß-xyzIT'

(4.22d)

In (4.22d) it is understood that the summation over IT' is restricted to A
YY*

and E. The u''(a) are numbers. Because we will not need them we do not

reproduce their values here. In inserting these terms in the Hamiltonian

one has to avoid double countings. As an example JvQ J Q(l.l*a) =

= XJV I Q(l.l±a) . Summing over the whole lattlceaweyiet for the poten-

tial energy part of the lattice hamiltonian:

HL=Uv *v iv ijQ (
1

•«3!

rr1

v -J« -iv
(4.23)

3 I I Q"(1)Q"(1*6)
laB=xyz

For the sake of future reference (see discussion following e.g. (4.37)) we

introduce coordinates that are defined by:

(4.24a)

(4.24b)

(4.24c)

For these equations (4.20) read:

Then the lattice part of the Hamiltonian reads:

v Jl
aß=xyz
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Q°(l)Q°n*ß)
z ' '

(4.25)

a/e

4.3.4 Interactions of the electrons with a uniform strain

Up to this point we only considered the phonon part of the electron-

lattice interaction and we did not mention elastic deformations of the

whole lattice due to strain on the crystal. As discussed in the appendix

strain can be taKen into account in two ways; firstly, by a relaxation of

the periodic boundary conditions and by writing the strain in terms of

long wavelength acoustic phonons llm KQ (k). and secondly, by Keeping peri-

t-+0 a

odic boundary conditions and treating strain separately from the lattice

vibrations.

As indicated in the appendix we will treat the strain separately from

the lattice vibrations. For a system with uniform strain described by the

three components el the terms in the Hamiltonian due to the strain are [13J

HS= I
lTy

C íey) (4.26)

Here c_ is the elastic constant corresponding to the strain terms BI and

V denotes the strength of the strain coupling. 0^(1) denotes the same

electronic operator as in (4.17). For our choice of electronic states

r*A, ,E . In our Hamiltonian we will neglect the totally symmetric strain
6 e

which results in a volume change. The E strain terms, e and e can be-

cause of their symmetry properties be written as ocos* and osinif respective-

ly, with o>0,0<4<2n. This leads to:

(4.27)

The last term in (4.27) can of course also be written in the form of a

"local strain term": äJcF<J. H completes our expression for the Hamil-

tonian. It must be noted that in (4.27) the indices o denote spins and
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• i

and when o occurs otherwise i t denotes strain.

4.3.5 lhe complete Hamiltonian

The Hamiltonian now reads:

where

,.E-L_

io lio

* ( ( V V AE Y 1 '

(4.11)

(4.18)

* l (VVAET l ) p l8 l n 8rVl8 l n 2 e i ) ( c í iac12o*c12oc11ü )3

(4.23)

Jlaß=xyz
.(al

Jla=xyzrr-=A1g,Eg

H 'F c c,. *
11o 11a

)+V asinifitc,, c +c lr) c. )a s 11o 12o 12a 11a
(4.27)

Here we have written Ofl(D=Y1. 0E(l)=P1cos61 and ggdl^Pj^sinGj. We see

that with the exception of the terms in v the Hamiltonian can be written

H=][H(1) = J ( H E ( 1 ) + H E ~ L ( 1 ) * H L ( 1 ) * H S ( 1 ) ) where of course we have to Keep in
1 1

mind the inter-dependencies of the local coordinates Ceq. (4.20)).

By our manipulations we have divided the interactions oetween the

octahedra in on the one hand relations between the oj[(l) and on the other
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hand terms in v,. In the next section we will translate the relations be-

tween the OÏ(1) in conditions that restrict the number and types of sub-

lattices that are possible. Within these conditions the electronic ener-

gies of the different sites may be considered independently.

The v_ terms will contribute to the interaction energy between the

octahedra. Because the symmetries of the deformations in a cubic perov-

sklte system described by our Hamiltonian will be determined by the values

of • and 6. . We first minimize the energies with respect to these parameters.

We do so for one or two sites where at first we omit the exchange and

Coulomb terms, because we can choose the zero of the energy sin .• that for

nine d-electrons at a site the value of the exchange and Coulomb terms is

tat.en to be zero. Furthermore we omit the terms in v_ because we can treat

them as a perturbation (recall that we work in the approximation E £ ?>EL1.

Later on we will reintroduce the v_ terms only when they can affect the re-

sulting structures.After this first minimization procedure we calculate

the total energies for the possible structures including the exchange and

Coulomb terms for solutions with charge ordering. In section 4.4 we calcu-

late the energies using the unperturbed wavefunctions of our Wannier type

band, later (in section 4.5.3] we will consider the influence of excited

states.

4.4 SYMMETRIES AND GROUND STATE ENERGIES

If, in the absence of electron-lattice interaction the system is sup-

posed to be cubic, the ground state energy nf the system is 0 (we get this

value by taking all lattice deformations in the Hamiltonian equal to zero).

In this section we calculate the ground state energies of the various

solutions in the presence of the interaction terms. We also L"^sider the

symmetries of the structures corresponding with the solutions. The electron-

lattice interaction terms contain linear expressions in p. y and o. There-

fore one expects energy lowering for some non-zero value of these parameters.

In order to keep track of the inter-dependencies of the symmetrized local

coordinates in the course of the calculations we could use the method of

Lagrange multipliers [12], as mentioned before. Because of the properties

of our Hamiltonian, however, a simpler approach can be ysed. As can be seen
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from the Hamiltonian (HE+HE"L*HL+HS) the 0*11) do not interact directly

with the electrons. They are only coupled via the mutual dependencies of

the symmetrized local coordinates (4.20). Then it seems reasonable to sup-

pose that the stable states of the system will be found for values <QT>=Q.

Therefore we will restrict ourselves to solutions where this condition does

hold. The resulting relations between the local coordinates can be repre-

sented by:

(4.28a)

(4.26b)

(4.28c)

Conditions (-K2B) restrict the set of possible solutions considerably. The

expressions (4.28) can also be written

(4.28)

where p =p.cosO , p*=p coslO - y ] and p^=p.cos(B1+-^-). Because Y^
 rtr|d Pj

correspond to two different deformations having differing electron-lat-

tice interaction terms we divide them in (4.28) by taking Y,=-Y1+ and

p,=-p. . Furthermore we take p =p for all sites.corresponding to an e-

qual amount of deformation for all sites. p,=p leads to the condition

ei+a=:8l*'' or p"=0.

Calculation for one site

'•'• Ï*

If all sites Jn a system are equal it is sufficient to calculate

the minimal energy for one site. The total energy can then be calculated

by a summation over all 1. Deleting terms in v_ and the U. . . . the

J V2V4
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Hamiltonian H(l) reads:

io

2 , 2

lio l* o"1 * V2"1

(4.29)

To calculate the anergies we have to diagonalize the Hamiltonian. yielding

for one site the eigenvalues:

E=3V A Y I*3V 2 AY
2*3V 2 EP

2*(iv o*v 1-äv 2)Y
2*(iv Q-åv,-iv 2)p

2*|c Eo
2

(4.30)

because there are three electrons in the e -level. In (4.30) we have written

$=8+a. The extrema with respect to + and fl, corresponding to this expression

can be found from the following conditions that can be obtained by taking

the derivatives of E with respect to 8. and a;

(4.31a)

(4.31b)

These are only satisfied for

sina=0,a=0.

giving for the last two lines of (4.301
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Ei = i D V V A )2P2- ) V 2 P i 2 V
2
V
s
O p

(4.32)

The values for a and 6, for which the different signs hold are given in

table 4.1.
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•V -V 0-V ft2»

For the second sublottice the sign of u
AtPY should be taKen negative.

From the relationships between the symmetrized local coordinates, however,

we can deduce that it is impossible to obtain solutions in which all sub-

lattices are equal unless Y . P = 0 . leaving us with only the strain part of

the energy. To obtain solutions for which Y-P^G the lattice will have to

contain more than one different site. Therefore we will now consider a two-

sublattice solution, and calculate the minimum energies for two octahedra.

Calculation for two sublattices

We taKe e2=9.*Ti, •=e.
+a and Y«="Y2XY' corresponding to a doubled

periodicity In a by yet unspecified direction. We write 8 = 0 . In such a

case we can calculate from (4.291:
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fp - (4.33a)
c nc s c nc 5 Z

-2Í(VE*VAEY)*Vgcosa)V2p
2cos38+2VsV2p

2osinasin38]*

•r(Vr-V.cY)
2p2+V2o2-(Vc-V.cY)V pocoso+V2p4 (4.33b)

E AE S E AE S t

•21(VE-VAEY)*Vscosa)V2p
2cos38+2VsV2p

2osinosin38]*

Determining the extremal value of E(1)+E(2) with respect to a and 8 leads to

((VE+VAEY)sino*V2PSin(38^a))(E(1)-E(2)1-0 and (4.34a)

1 fvc*V.cY)psin38-V osin(38+a))(EC1)-E(2))*0
t At S

(4.34b)

resulting in either sin38*0 sina-O*a«0,w 8*-g- n=0,1 5 or E(1)>E(2),

corresponding to cos36*0, cosa-th»a»i -£• 9*^*Tp n*0,1 5 and Y=0. The

first set of extrema are the same as those that were found In determining

the extrema for one octrahedron. The second set leads to:

(4.35)

The values for 8 and a for which the different signs apply are given in

table 4.2.

•alutIons for

^ s . a

* ^ S \

*_ 5» 3»

• 7« 11«

Extra«al values

Table 4.2

corresponding

the anfle-dependent part of trie

E d

E d

.21-

2 ) -

V
2

•(V 0 *(V
" E ï

o*V o Ï 1• 2

to Lite second

tidmiltonian (two sublattices)

3w
2

El1.2ï»ïlW^pZ*tV O-V^»2>21*

Eil . ï l -SÏW^P^lV^VjP2!2!*
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(4.33) and the last term in (4.35) give rise to a splitting of the e -

levels. These are shown in fig. 4.2, where we took Vc, V._, V and V,>0
^ t At S £

and |VEp|>|VAEYP*Vso*V2p^|.

[vLWo-v^l2]»

•H-

Figure 2 Tfce extremal values of the energies corresponding to the split-
tings of the e -levels.

We will from now on call the solution (4.33) the Q. type and the solu-

tion (4.35) the 0 type. From fig. 4.2 we see the following:

1. If there is one hole at each site type 0 is the most stable solution

for the part of the energy determining the splitting of the levels.

2. Type Q. shows two inequivalent octahrdra, and would without further

interactions be more stable than 0 if a charge ordering took place,

resulting in one sublattice with P. d-electrons and one with 10 d-elec-

trons.

From tables 4.1 and 4.2 we can see that 6 and <t> can take the same values

as we found in chapter 2, so we expect the structures of the 0£ and 0e types

to correspond closely to the structures found there.

From the values of P.Y and the corresponding deformations it can be

seen that for the Q type solution two sublattices determine the whole struc-

ture. For the 0 type, however, the osformation due to y is zero, and also

• • %
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the deformation due to p is only non-zero in two directions. Therefore in

0 only planes are determined by the minimization with respect to ip and 0

and the coupling between the planes has to be determined in another way.

We will now study the energies corresponding to the obtained solutions.

We taKe into account electron-electron interaction for the charge-ordered

solutions. All solutions with inequivalent octahedra are taken to be charge

ordered. We will neglect the contributions of the v, terms except for tne

0 type of solution.

A strain type of solution

When in fig. 4.2a |v o| is larger than |v P'V.-.YPI the total energy

S _ At

contains no terms linear in p and Y- Therefore a minimum can exist for

p=0, Y = 0 . In this case the energies for all sites are equal. The energy of

this solution is:

E »iNc_o ±V Nos t s
(4.361

which can be obtained from either (4.33) or (4.35) by putting Y.P-O- In

the approximation we use here the direction of the distortion is not deter-

mined, but the presence of excited states as will be discussed in section

4.5.3, leads to a higher order strain term that determines the symmetry.

The 0 type of solution

In the 0 type of solution all sites have the same energy, therefore

the total energy is:

E=N( ivo- J (4.37)

where the net effect of all U.

terms in v are omitted.

has been taken to be zero and the

As mentioned before the displacements in only two directions in the

lattice are determined in the 0. solution.Which ordering of 0 planes is

actually the most stable one, is then determined by the effect of w terms.
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and notably by the sign of the coefficient v3- As a result one finds:

v 3 > 0 corresponds to KCuF_ a_-type

corresponds to KCuF_ d-type

This can be seen most easily by using the QGil) as introduced in (4.25).

Because we Know that both structures and a number of disordered structures

have been found in the same preparations (see 1.3.1) we can conclude that

the energy contributions due to this term cannot be very large and that

possibly both signs are found for v„ under slightly different circumstances.

The Q. type of solution

In the Q. type of solution the direction of the two sublattices rela-

tive to each other is completely determined by the condition <Q™>=0. The

only possible solution is the one in which one type of sublattice is com-

pletely surrounded by the other t k= a a a J.

The On type contains two different crystallographic B-sites. When a

charge ordering has taken place one site contains 10 d-electrons and the

other 8. Neglecting the change in electron-electron Interaction energy due '

to the addition of one electron to one type of site we can write the energy

of a distorted d10-site:

(4.3B)

When we neglect the change in electron-eJ. • iron interaction energy due to
o

removing one electron we havo for the energy of the d -site:

(4.39)

It can be deduced from the considerations of Griffith ([15J, p.256) that the

electron-electron interaction energy for d-electrons can be written

: • %
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d(1O"£l:(45-9£:)A+(-7O*14e]b*(35-7e)C* term splittings (4.40)

9 10
Where A, 8 and C are the Racah parameters and e-0,1,2 10. d and d

a

have only one electron-electron energy term, but in d we have to add the

energies of the term splittings.
g

We tooK the electron-electron interaction energy for the d -system as

the zero of our energy scheme. Therefore to include the electron-electron

interaction in the energy expression we have to add
(4.41)

J10to the energy contribution for d and to subtract X from the energy con-

tribution for the d -site. Furthermore we have to add the energy of the term

splittings.

The terms occurring In an octahedral d -system are A^ , A and E .

of which the term energies are:

(4.42a)

1E :Ul1E ) (4.42b)

(4.42c)

The signs of A, B and C are positive.CMB [2iJ . Therefore A lies lowest

in energy. The eigenfunctions corresponding to these energies are:

2g
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g

These eigenfunctions, however, are not also eigenfunctions for the elec-

tron-lattice interaction,

the latter are given by:

tron-lattice interaction. In a situation with one e -electron per site

U_>=cos(ß/2)|8>-sin(e/2)|E> (4.43a)

U<.>=sin(ß/2)|8>+cos(e/2)|e> (4.43b)

where |6>=c. |o> and |e>=c2 |o> and 6 depends on 6. v and the relative

magnitude of Vcp, \l,cpy, V_p and V o.

The eigenfunctions for the electron-lattice interaction for two e -

electrons on a site can be calculated by taking the properly anti symme-

trized direct products of the eigenfunctions for one e -electron per site.

The energies corresponding to the electron-lattice interaction for these

productfunctions are:

), 0 and ^

We can see by Inspection that the electron-lattice energy contribution
3 *

corresponding to the triplet A, is zero. For the singlet terms ( E

and A. ) we have to solve a determinantal equation to determine the en-

ergies. If e.g. 4=0, 6=0 we have

I1 A.
Ig'

1g

UfA1g)-E

U( E )-E
g

)-E
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The I E > state does not contribute to the electron lattice energy:
6

(E
Coul

EE> = U(1E ) (4.44)

1 1
but A and E are mixed by the interaction.

t2-E(Ul1A. )*U(1E ))*U(1A, )U(1E )-4 (U^V„cpy*V_p
2-V o

Ig g Ig g E AE Z . s
(4.45)

E1 o1.2
5

1g
(1E )]*[U2(1A. ]+U2(1E

g J- Ig g
1U(1E )

1g g

A1 )U(1E ) (4.46)

= |U(1A, ) + |U(1E )*|[(IJ(1A. )-U(1E ))2t16(V,.p*V_p2-V o) 2] 5

Ig g - l 1g g E 2' s

From this result we can see that at one extremum, when the electron-lat-
1 1

tice interaction can be neglected, the solutions are U( A1 ) and U( E )

again; at the other extremum when the Coulomb interaction can be neglected

the solutions are E=+2(V p*\l p -V a). We can draw a correlation diagram to

relate these extrema. Adding the electron-electron interaction energy the
1 n fl

total energy of the d +d system becomes:

A 1 ) A1 )

for e=4>=0. (4.47)

Note that in (4.47) jNX coming from d and -|NX from d cancel. The space

group that corresponds to this extremum and the other extremal values of

9 and $ is I4/mmm, the space group of Cs_AuAuCl .
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O»

strong electron-electron
interaction

strong electron-lattice
interaction

Figure 3 Correlation diagram for an oatadedral d -system

with eleotron-lattiae interaction and eleetron-

electron interaction.

A Q.-type solution

Till now we considered solutions with p, a^O. From fig. 4.3 we can

see that when the electron-electron interaction becomes more important

relative to the electron-lattice interaction the energy of the A2 -

state becomes lowest. Then a fourth solution is possible for p, o=0, i.e.

a solutions for which only y^u- The energy of this solution is:

A2 ) (4.48)
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This solution will only have a chance to occur if the energy difference be-

tween the triplet and the singlets is large and the E -symmetry part of the

electron-lattice interaction is small. The structure corresponding to this

symmetry is the one shown in fig. 2.3.

4.5 EFFECTS OF ADDITIONAL TERMS

The Hamiltonian we employed is an approximate one; for instance it is

an approximation to take only on site electron-electron interaction.

Sawatsky et al. [14J have shown for an s-band that one effect of including

nearest neighbour interactions Is to reduce the interaction integral U. In

this way the U becomes an effective U, smaller than the free ion U. There

are, however, some other terms that we did not consider in the calculations

up till now and that nevertheless can be important and can influence the

relative stability of the structures found. Three such terms we will dis-

cuss here. These are the hopping of electrons in the band that we consider,

relativistic effects and the effect of a second order perturbation approach

on the energies.

4.5.1 The hopping term

In our calculations we did not Include terms of the form b..c c. ,
lj I* Jp

that correspond to hopping of an electron from the Wannier state ß at site

j to Wannier state a at site i. If the hopping integral b";T is small, as

can be expected to be the case in our system, it can be treated as a per-

turbation.

In order to get an idea about the effect of a hopping term in a de-

generate Hubbard band, when the hopping can be treated as a perturbation,

we refer to the calculations of Kugel and Khomskii [7]. Their Hamiltnnian

consisted of only a hopping tern and an interaction term (exchange and

Coulomb interaction]. They showed (see also section 2.4) that in the cubic

system with nine d-electrons at each octahedral site the happing term to-

gether with the interaction terms can lead to an ordering of the occupied

electronic e -levels at different sites and to magnetic ordering. The sym-
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metry of the solutions they obtained is the same as we obtain for the Q

type of solution.

Although it is not entirely clear why their solutions are the same

as one of our solutions (Q ) it is probably due to the resemblance in the

symmetry behaviour of the interactions. It is, however, clear that in their

treatment no 0„. 0, and strain type solutions could result because they

explicitly excluded the possibility of charge ordering (that givesrise

to Q- and Q.) and they did not treat any electron-lattice interaction,

thereby also excluding strain. Although we have not done so, introducing

a hopping term In our model and treating it along the lines of Kugel and

Khotnskii's paper should give some insight in the explanation of the magne-
Q

tic properties of a d perovskite system with a 0 type of structure.

4.5.2 Relativistic effects
According to PyyKkö [iß] the main relativistic effects that contri-

bute to the difference in chemical behaviour between Cu, Ag and Au com-

pounds are:

1. The relativistic contraction of s and p shells:

2. The spin-orbit coupling of p, d, f electronic shells)

3. The relativistic expansion of the d and f shells.

The first and third effect can account for the small difference between the

energies of the Sd and 6s shells in Au, and this in turn will enlarge the

second order perturbation terms we will discuss in section 4.5.3. Since

for our systems this seems to be the main influence of the first and third

effect, we will not deal with these separately. Here we will discuss the

spin-orbit splitting for our systems.

In considering the effect of spin-orbit coupling we have to use double

groups instead of the usual point groups. In the double group the repre-

sentation corresponding to the one electron e level in an octahedron is rg{e ).

This level is a fourfold degenerate level: the e -level is not split by

spin-orbit coupling. The t_ -level, an the other hand, does split, resulting

in levels of r_ and r_-symmetry. If we only consider the levels resulting

from the d-shell, the effect of spin-orbit coupling on the r„(e 1-level is

that it can interact with rg(t2 ).
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Because the interaction term is the same for both states belonging to

this level, the only effect of the interaction will be that r„(e ) will
og

become slightly higher in energy thereby enlarging the energy difference

between the e - and t 2 -levels. The energy change of the r f lte )-level due

is a

I24]

to spin-orbit coupling is a second order effect. The second order energy

^55 I24] l s e e f i6correction is

A
e

. B

d ,'

O

without spin orbit coupling

Figure 4

with spin orbit coupling

Correlation diagran for the level-splitting in a tetra-

gonally diatorted oatahedron with and without spin-or-

bit interaction.

(See for the definition of ea,e ,tg,ig and tg [24],aS

denote spin)

If we take as typical values for 10Dq 12.50C cm for copper and 25.000

cm for gold [25] and for £ >-800 cm for copper and -5000 cm for

gold [26J the order of magnitude of the energy change is 5Ü cm and

1000 cm respectively. Therefore we can conclude flTat the main effect
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of spin-arbit coupling is ta change the zero of our electronic energy

levels which we have chosen at the energy of the e -levels in the undis-

torted octahedron.

If we impose a tetragonal distortion on the system the r (e ) and the

r.(t_ ) levels both split into A »A,, and the r,(to )-level also becomesB 2g ^ 6 7 7 dg

A . The splitting of the e -levels due to a tetragonal distortion in the

double group is such that the same zero order wavefunctions can be taken

as in the simple group. Therefore also in the distorted structures spin-

orbit coupling will be a second order effect. But because of the A sym-

metry of the former T7(t2 ) level we will no longer expect the A_(e ) and

the A_(e ) levels to interact in the same way with the t., levels. There-
6 g 2g

fore in a tetragonally distorted structure we will expect that the spin-

orbit coupling will influence the amount of splitting of the e levels as

a second order effect.

4.5.3 The influence of a change in the Wannier functions

In section 4.4 we calculated the energies for a fixed Wannier band

of electrons. This approach leads to results that are comparable to those

of a crystal field approach. The change in electronic energy that we found

as a consequence of the electron-lattice interactions was only connected

with the change in energy of the electrons of the band due to the change

in position of the anions. We Know, however, that other effects, as for

instance the polarization of the anions [17J or the change in wavefunctions

due to the distortions of the system have to be taken into account. If the

system under consideration has a covalent character due to the overlap be-

tween cation and anion wavefunctions we can expect a change of electron

distributions after a change of anion positions to be an important effect

[is]. This effect can be taken into account by a second order perturbation

treatment where first order lattice displacements Qptl) are taken together

with first order electronic wavefunetions, both at site 1.

Pearson (i£)] suggested that addition of such a term might give an im-

portant contribution to the energy. He pointed out that the symmetry rule

for the coordinate says that it must be of the same species as the

direct product of 4>.x.| where $ is a MO that is occupied in the ground
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State and <j> ths MO that ia occupied instead in the excited state. In the

systems we consider the QÍ. is of symmetry A or E . The band we study

has local symmetry e . therefore the MO's that can influence the first
Y Y

order wavefunctions can be of symmetry a. (for Qlit ) or e CforOj/*,, or
1g r g g r Ig

E ] .
g

I f we assume that there is only one level of each of these symmetries

for which E -E. Is so small thatthe second order perturbation term can reach
o in-

appreciable values we can write

(4.491

And the corresponding first order wavefunctions are

o E
(4.50a)

v Op OpV OpV

o A o E o E
(4.50b)

where |8> and | e> are one-electron functions e.., |0> and c, |o>. \ty> is

a one-electron function of symmetry a, , |i(i > and liK,* are one-electron

functions of symmetry e .

(4.51)

60c 60"

(4.52)

E , E„ and E_ are the energy l e v e l s cor respond ing t o { | e > , | e > } , { | I | Í . > }
O n t n

and {|I(I >, |i|<6>} respectively.

We can calculate the energy contr ibutions due to the f i r s t order

change i n the wavefunctions. The resul t ing energy contr ibutions are such

that they can be rewri t ten as operators working en the or ig ina l wavefunc-
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tions, leading to an additional term in the Hamiltonian of the form:

2V

(4.53)

where

(4.54)

(4.53) can also be written:

^

Í4.55)

'W o ""E

I f we compare t h i s expression w i th eq. (4 .16) we see that i t contains se-

cond order terms of exact ly the same symmetry as were introduced by a se-

cond order expansion of the c rys ta l p o t e n t i a l .

We can conclude that we could as wel l have regarded eq. (4 .16 ) as an

e f f e c t i v e Hamiltonian including not only second order expansion of the

c r y s t a l p o t e n t i a l but also second order e f f e c t s due to a f i r s t order change

i n the e lec t ron ic wavefunctions.

Tne terms i n (4 .55 ) wi th denominator (EQ-E f t) depend on the d i f fe rence

between the highest occupied e - l e v e l s and the low ly ing excited a^ - l e v e l

coming from a (n+1) s-band. Because the d i f fe rence between the 5d- leve ls

and the 6 s - l e v e l i n gold ions i s small due to r e l a t i v / i s t i e e f f e c t s the im-

portance of t h i s term can be considered to be much greater i n Cs_AuAuCl.
V2 2 6

than i n KCuF . The sign of _ ° c i s negative and there fore the terms i n
J o"EA
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o
enhance the stability of the CL and 0 type structures. For the

c

terms we can see this from f i g . 4.2 where a larger V_ enlarges the split -

•=—=-". counteracts the term (£v -av.-sv-lp and thereby
V E A A o 1 2

tings. The term

faci l i tates deformations with p»*D. Because these terms enlarge the spl i t -

tings due to electron-lattice interaction, the charge ordered solution Q

becomes more probable.

The terms in (4.55) with denominator (E -E f) depend on the energy di f -

ference between the e -levels and another level of local e -symmetry at

the B-ions. I t can be expected that the transition for which |E -E_| is

smallest is not a transition from one of our one-electron levels to a

higher e - level , but from a lower e -level to the hole in the level we con-

sider. Therefore to take into account this effect properly we should ex-

tend the basis of electronic wavefunctions to one-electron wave-Functions

of energy lower than our Wannier band.

A last remark is due with respect to strain. We can expect that the

second order terms wi l l not only contain terms relating to lat t ice vibra-

tions but also terms (of the same symmetries) related to the strain, in

this way giving rise to a second order strain term which we did not in-

clude in our calculations. I t can be shown, however, that the extrema

found in section 4.4 wi l l s t i l l be extrema after inclusion of a second

order strain term. In addition, however, the direction of the deforma-

tion in the strain type of solution is now determined.

4.6 DISCUSSION

In this chapter we calculated the energies and possible structures

corresponding to a model in which both electron correlations and elec-

tron-lattice interactions are present. Our starting point was a Hubbard

model. One of the differences with earlier, somewhat related

treatments is that the electronic band under consideration am) the vi-

brational band from which the localized coordinates were obtained are

both degenerate. The influence of the lattice deformations was treated

statically, and only ground state energies were calculated (correspon-

ding to T=0).

• • • *
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Apart from the interaction with an elastic strain we restricted the

electron-lattice interaction to interactions with deformations correspon-

ding to one (degenerate) vlbrational band. As the deformation coordinates

we took symmetrized local coordinates obtained from a transformation of

the normal coordinates of the band. Although the procedure is rather lengthy

i ts advantage is that the force constants v encountered in our equations

can be obtained in principle -From the dispersion relations of the vibra-

tional band. A second and perhaps the greater advantage is that this pro-

cedure is better suited to bring out the symmetry character of the problem

at hand. As an example, i t becomes clear that contrary to the usual prac-

tice i t is important to take into account local deformations of both E

and A1 symmetry.

Before discussing in nore detail the various solutions that we found,

one more remark about the scope of our method. Though our treatment is in

essence a f i rs t order treatment» we considered in section 4.5.3 the se-

cond order effect due to a f i r s t order change in the wavefunctions. We

were able to reformulate the effect of these terms In such a way that

they could be added to the original electron-lattice interaction term

(4.16). The symmetry of the terms due to the effect of changes in the wave-

functions was such that they could have been incorporated in (4.IS) by

merely changing the interaction constants V^ .J ! . . From the expressions i t

could be deduced that the interaction with a near-lying (n*1) s-level is

important and can enhance the importance of the deformations correspon-

ding to p.

We found four solutions in this chapter. Two of these are charge

ordered and the other two are not charge ordered but show Jahn-Teller

ordering.

1. Og type. This structure corresponds to the structure of Cs^AuAuClg.

when the sign of V_ is taken to be different from the sign of V .

2. 0 type. To this type belong a whole group of structures. The sym-

metry in the planes is determined by electron-lattice interaction,

but the symmetry in the third direction is determined by the terms

in v 3 . Depending on the sign of v3 the anion displacements in one

plane are in the same direction or in the opposite direction with

respect to the anion displacements in the next plane (compare f i g .

'. ft
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1.3a and 1.3b. If v, can be neglected, all other orderings intermediate betweri i

these two are possible. The solutions correspond to the complete set

of structures found in KCuF3> if we take again a different sign for

V and V .
i. 5

3. Q -type. As far as we know th is type of structure has not been found

in a system belonging to the group of systems we study.

4. Strain type. This structure was recently suggested by Denner et a l .

[22] for Cs2Au/\uClg under pressures of '52 kbar.
The 0. and £)„ type of solutions are charge ordered solutions and willA e I

only be found in cases where the electron-electron interaction termsU. . . .
1 2 3 4

are relat ively small as compared to the electron-lat t ice interactions.
This can be expected to be the case in Ad or 5d systems, where the d-orbi-

t a l s are more extended than in transit ion metal compounds of the f i r s t row.

The Qa type i s likely to be favoured with respect to 0. in cases where the

term due to the (n*l) s-level is important, because th i s term will not

couple to an A. local coordinate but does couple to an E local coordi-

nate. In th is way we are led to the same conclusion as Orgel [23] who sug-

gested that the effect of a near-lying (n*ll s-orbital would result in a

favouring of a linear environment for d -ions.

and the
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Equating, as we did above, the structures of Cs_AuAuClc and KCuF_ with
the structures deduced from the calculations, we concluded that in both
compounds the V and V have opposite sign. V_ i s the interaction constant

£ S e.

corresponding to a second order electron-lattice interact'onand V is the

constant corresponding to first order strain. This can be compared with the

fact found in chapter 2 that the sign of the interaction coefficient h be-

tween the parameters of symmetry ri_(k=äää) and of the strain was negative

l^~) (see table 2.2).

When we consider the structure for Cs„AuAuCl_ under pressure it is
^ b

easy to understand that the relative stability of the strain type is en-

hanced u'ider pressure, because of the increasing importance of the elec-

tron-electron interaction under these circumstances. Also it can be ex-

pected that all internal deformations become less favourable under pres-

sure because of the spatial demands of the large cation. We never con-

sidered the large cation explicitly but of course it will influence the

interaction terms v.

4.7 GENERAL DISCUSSION

In this thesis we compared the structures of KCuF, and Cs2AuAuCl .

Our purpose was to relate charge ordering and Jahn-Teller ordering

as two possible types of electron ordering in the cubic perovskite struc-

ture.

In chapter 2 we showed that the best known structures of Cs_AuAuCl_

and KCuF3 (with space groups H/mmm and 14/mcm respectively) both can re-

sult from a continuous phase transition corresponding to one order para-

meter of symmetry ri^iMaaa). Because of the properties of our compounds

(with incompletely filled energy bands in the idealized structure) we

could not identify the order parameters with a soft mode as is the usual

practice now. Therefore we used another approach starting from a hamil-

tonian where electron-electron interaction and electron-lattice interac-

tion were taken into account explicitly. We assumed these interactions

to be strongly localized and therefore we had to use localized displace-

ment fields whose properties we studied in chapter 3.

In a static model we could deduce the minimum energies that can re-

• : • %
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sult from these interactions. All the structures encountered in chapter ;'

were found again by this last procedure. In addition i t was possible to

obtain the disordered structures found in KCuF .

From the possible structures obtained in this chapter and in chapter

2 we see that they a l l show at least a charge ordering o£ a Jahn-Teller

ordering. I t can be questioned, however, whether the Q_ type of deforma-

tion should be considered to be a Jahn-Teller type of deformation supple-

mented by charge ordering (see f i g . 4.2). Perhaps the structure can best

be seen as a kind of Jahn-Teller deformation made possible by charge or-

dering. As a conclusion i t seems that our approach leads to a better un-

derstanding of the relation between the Jahn-Teller ordering and charge

ordering in the cubic perovskite structure.

At this point we would l ike to compare our results with the results

of other authors discussing the same compounds. Host authors considered

Cs-AuAuCl from a molecular point of view, not taking into account the

spatial features of the compound. Commonly one considers the compound as

consisting of [AUCI,] and [Aud/] complexes. Recently Keller et a l . [20]

did a f i r s t step in the direction of a spatial treatment of the compound

(cf. f i g . 1.6).

The KCuF„ structure has been studied several times as an example of

the Jahn-Teller effect in the cubic perovskite structure. Qur treatment

differs from most of these in that i t considers the system only in a static

way for T*0. The main advantages of our treatment are, however, that we

put less severe restrictions on the allowed sublattices and that

we do not restr ict ourselves to solutions in which a l l the sites have nine

d-electrons. (Our restrictions with respect to the possible suhlattices

are comparable to the restrictions imposed by Kugel and Khomskii [7]) .

The solution obtained by Halperin and Fnglman [27] and Kanamori [28]

correspondsto one of our 0 type structures. Kugel and Khomskii [7] ob-

tained a l l 0 type structures. Schröder and Thomas [29] obtained a Q, and

Q- solution (see f i g . 1.S), where the Q„ solution was considered to be

disordered. These structures show a strong resemblance to one of the 0

structures and the Qo structure respectively. Our Q. structure is not dis-
ö o

ordered, however, although the symmetry is the same as for the CL struc-

ture.
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In our treatment we did not explicitly Introduce the Madelung energy

and the polarization energy. Haas [i7J considers the Madelung energy to

be expressed by an energy term of the form fin n . From the calculations

of Bari ([ij. see section 4.2.2) we saw that a term of this form could

result from a Mubbard Hamiltonian with electron-lattice interaction when

a canonical transformation was carried out to decouple electrons and lat-

tice. Although we did not perform such a transformation we can expect that

also in our case the electron-lattice interaction results in an effect

much like that of a term Mn.n .

In the ideal cubic perovsKite structure the anions are exactly in

the center between two B-ions. In this case there is no contribution of

polarization energy. As soon as the anions are displaced from the ideal

positions, however, they can and will be polarized. Therefore one can

easily understand that the vibrational band structure is influenced by

the polarization of the anions. Furthermore, the change in the Wannier

orbitais due to a deformation will be related to the polarization of the

anions.

In conclusion we would like to compare the atomic properties of

the constituting ions in our compounds in order to indicate the reasons

why either compound has tlie structure it has.

In comparing a goldchloride compound and a copperfluoride compound

attention should be paid to two main effects:

a. The difference between chloride arid fluoride compounds-,

b. The difference between 3d and 5d compounds.

The major difference between a fluoride and a chloride compound is the

covalency: we can expect that the contribution of mixing in of ligand

orbitais in the Wannier functions is larger for a chlorine complex than

for a fluorine complex.

The differences between the rows in the periodic system express

themselves in three ways:

- in going from 3d to 4d and again from 4d to 5d the crystal field

splittings become about 40% largers

- the electron-electron interactions become smaller due to the ex-

tension of the electronic wavefunctionss

- relativistic effects become more important. As suggested hy Pyykkö'

[16] this effnct is most important in Roinp, from 4d to Sri. The ef-
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fects are:

- a smaller difference between the energies of nd and (n»1)s-elec-

trons resulting in a larger contribution from second order terms;

- a larger contribution from the spin-orbit coupling.

From the results of our calculations the effect of a change in ligands

is not entirely clear. The effect of a diminishing energy difference be-

tween nd and (n*1)j is that the second order electron-lattice deformation

in p becomes larger. A smaller electron-electron interaction energy con-

tribution will together with a larger p favour the Qe ordering with re-

spect to the 0 ordering. Therefore we can understand why the compounds

have their respective structures.

We can compare the silverfluorides mentioned in chapter 1 witn M-ur,

and Cs2AufluCl„. With respect to the relativistic interactions silver is

more like copper, but with respect to the orbital contributions silver re-

sembles gold more closely.

Because our treatment is only qualitative it is difficult to say

whether there is a possibility for silverfluorides to botain a Q„ type of

structure. We think,however, that it is possible to draw another conclusion

for silver compounds. Because we found the same sign for the interaction

term between a r"„fk=Jès1 distortion and strain (chapter 2) and between V

and V2 in both the copper and the gold compounds, we can expect that the

same sign holds for the silver compounds. In the silver compounds a shor-

tened c-axis was found. Therefore we can conclude that indeed the K.CuF,

(0 ) structures are the most probable structures for these compounds. In

that case we can expect that the model of Kugel and KhomsKii [7] can be

used for a better understanding of the magnetic properties of these com-

pounds, when we take into account that the hopping term is expected to be

larger in these compounds due to the greater extension of the d-electrons

in these 4d-systems.
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APPENDIX

sone GROUP THEORETICAL DATA AND
PROBLEMS IN THE CUBIC PEROVSKITE STRUCTURE

A. NORMAL MODES

The normal modes of vibration of a crystal are classified by assigning

to them an irreducible representation of the space group of the crystal.

Mar'adudin and Vosko [jj have given an extensive account of the application

of the methods of group theory to the determination of the symmetry proper-

ties of the normal modes of vibration of a crystal, but for a simple crystal

the relations can be obtained by inspection.

Here we give Cowley'a QQ method and results for the cubic perovsKite

structure. A reducible representation for the normal modes is obtained by

choosing as a set of basis vectors the displacements of each ion in a unit

cell in turn along a coordinate axis. If the character of a symmetry opera-

tion S is xfS) in this representation, and its character in the *th irre-

ducible representation is x IS) then

XÍS)

where C is the number of times the Xth irreducible representation occurs

in the original representation.

The irreducible representations of the symmorphic space groups can

be obtained from the irreducible representations of the little group, which

is that point group which leaves the wave vector unchanged. The irreducible

representations of the normal modes are then obtained from the above equa-

tion and from the characters of the irreducible representations of the point

groups [3\ .
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As a consequence the normal modes of the crystal are described by

flloch waves. Cowley gives the displacements corresponding to the normal

modes of the cubic perovsktie structure.

The symmetry of the ideal cubic perovskite structure is Pm3m(Q ),

with one unit ABX, in the unit cell. Two settings of this structure are

used in the literature: one with the origin at B (see fig. 1al and one with

the origin at A (see fig. 1b). The positions of the ions in both settings

are jjl] (all ions in special positions):

Figure 1 The perovskite unit cell

a) Origin at B b) Origin at A

Origin at B

A (1b) Jíí

B (1a) 000

X (3d) l00.0i0.00i

Origin at A

A (1a) 000

B (1b) Hi

X (3c) IJO.5OJ.OH

The irreducible representations of the normal modes, their compatibi-

lity relations and the displacements of the ions in the normal modes (the

normal coordinates) are reproduced in tables 1, 2 and 3. The reciprocal

lattice of a simple cubic structure is given in fig. 2.

The notation in the tables is the same as was used by Cowley [2] .

which was based on the notation of Koster Qí]. Within this notation, coming

originally from Bouckaert, Smoluchowsky and Wignar [5] several variations

exist as was discussed by Jones [ B ] . Warren \f] reviewed some notations.
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which are currently in use, including this one, and corrected some errors

occurring in sowersÏ textbooks. One of these corrections is important to

us. The error can be found e.g. in the book by Koster [jQ and was copied

by Cowley [jQ. Both authors mislabeled some IR's at points X and M in the

reciprocal lattice of the simple cubic system (fl_-«->M , Hi**M'l; these are

the only differences between our notation and Cowley1s.

Figure 2 The reciprocal lattice of
a simple cubic structure

The most important normal modes for us are the ones belonging to

K= i 15- In Cowley's calculations QQ the origin of the perovskite lattice

was taken at A. Although we follow his choice of origin a choice of ori-

gin at B is more naturel for the study of effects related to the B-ion

(like we do). To relate our results to some of the results obtained in

the literature we have to know the labelling of the normal modes for a

different choice of origin. Cornwell [a] introduced a general method to

do so. But if one deals with a symmorphic space group like Pm3m(0.1 the

method can be simplified. The character x^'Sl of an IR after a transla-

tion of the origin is then related to the original ona x P ( s) through the

relationship

xq(S) = xP(S)expf-k.lSto-to)} * 1

This condition is always satisfied at every internal point k of the Brli-
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!

louin zone for every t . because for such a point G ík) consists only of

rotations S such that Sk=k. The only point for which we can expect a change

in the labelling after a translation of the origin are points at the Bril-

louin zone boundary. The displacements we discuss in this thesis belong to

representations at the R point, which is at the Brillouin zone boundary.

Therefore we can expect a change in the labelling of the normal modes be-

longing to this reciprocal point on changing the origin. The relationship

is as follows:

origin at A origin at R

'12

B. NORMAL MODES AND STRAIN

By the effect of internal or external forces a strain can be induced

in a crystal resulting in a homogeneous deformation of the crystal.

In defining normal modes it is assumed that the ions vibrate according

to the equilibrium positions in an undistorted cubic lattice, and use is

made of the periodic boundary conditions. As discussed by Born and Huang

[V], the usual periodic boundary conditions for k in a crystal lattice do

not allow the crystal to undergo a bulk deformation. If we relax the boun-

dary conditions, and deal with a finite bounded crystal whose faces are not

fixed, then the strain e can be constituted from phonon coordinates Q_(k)

for long wave length acoustic modes of the undistortad lattice. In far:t wu

can write

for an appropriate acoustic phonon branch a. (The limit roust be taken in a

specified direction) QoJ.

Most authors, however, do not adopt this method but use an alternative

approach in which the periodic boundary conditions are kept [j f). The first

discussion of thia method was by Kanamori ß ? ] . He treated the strain first

and then treated all the other phonoris using periodic boundary conditions on
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the strained crystal. Strictly this means that the phonon states and en-

ergies should be a function of the strain. Then the phonon coordinates

refer to the strained lattice as specified by the strain e. By this means

we eliminate surface effects, and the wave vector K retains its customary

meaning.

If we define strain terms in the usual way |J3] they are expressed

as fractional changes in the unit cell axes. Thus for a tetragonal dis-

tortion of a cubic cell:

a = (1 + t ) a'
o xx o

a = (1 • e ) a'
o yy o

aô
In these expressions a and c are the axes of the distorted cell and a'oo o

denotes the axis of the unstrained unit cell. The result of such a calcu-

lation is given in table 2.3 for our compounds, where for symmetry reasons

we have written t , t and e instead of e , e and £ . and we have

taken e = 0 (no contraction or dilation of the unit cell).

Along the lines set out at the beginning of this discussion we should

now calculate the displacements corresponding to the norma], modes of the

strained crystal. Usually the normal mode displacements are expressed in

units of length. It is difficult to compare normal coordinates and strain

when they are expressed in units of length and fractional changes of unit

cell axes, respectively. For the coordinates corresponding to the deforma-

tions of KCuF3 and Cs2AuAuClg (of symmetry r^õUjsi) and r'2(k=iy))we see

that they involve only displacements of the X-ions towards and away from

the B-ions. Therefore we can alternatively express these displacements as

fractional changes of the B-X distance, to bring them on line with the

strain deformations. We define the displacements of the anions with respect

to the positions in the ideal cubic perovskite structure in a way similar

to the definition of strain:
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where the a's correspond to the relative displacements of the aniona with

respect to the cations. We can compute the o's, which can be rewritten as

ot̂ . a and a,,, from the structural data of the compounds.

In the calculations mentioned above we used the symmetry of the strain

and of the normal modes. The strain components £. and (e , e ) have tlie sym-

metries A. and E , respectively, in a cubic system. These symmetry classi-
r* i

fIrations are macroscopic [14J. Using periodic boundary conditions the sym-

metry of the strain can not be classified along the lines of the usual space

group representations. To relate the symmetry of a strain and of normal modes

we have to use another method.

The space groups that can result from a deformation corresponding to an

E -strain are the same as the space groups resulting from a deformation of

symmetry r.2(k=000). Therefore we can understand that E -strain can take

the place of ri2(k=000) in the schemes on pages 53 and 54 .
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SUMMARY

In this thesis we made a comparison between the structures of KCu F
I I I Iand Cs flu Au Cl . Both compounds have a structure that can be thought

<í D

to result from a deformation of the cubic perovskite structure. The de-
ll,F_ is a result of a cooperative Jahn-Teller effect: theformation of KCu

arrangement of the fluorine ions around the copper ions is such that they

form an elongated octahedron. The elongated octahedra are stacked in such

a way that two sublattices result. In one sublattice the octahedra are elon-

gated along the cubic x-axis and in the other along the cubic y-fiy.ls. Both

sublatticas are crystallographically equivalent. Cs,Au Au Cl is also de-
Iformed in such a way that two sublattices result. In one sublattice Au is

surrounded by a shortened octahedron and in the other Au is surrounded

by an elongated octahedron.

Because both compounds should show a strong resemblance in their elec-

tronic structures if they had an undeformed cubic perovskite structure we

compared the structures of both compounds and the relation of these struc-

tures with the cubic perovskite structure. This is of importance because

the compounds are examples of a symmetry lowering due to two different

types of electron ordering: a cooperative Jahn-Teller ordering and a charge

ordering. A comparison of the structures can enhance understanding of the

circumstances leading to either one of these types of ordering.

An analysis following Landau's theory of continuous phase transitions

shows that the structures of both compounds can resultfroma continuous

phase transition from the cubic perovskite structure due to a deformation

of symmetry r i - t í^J l i ) . However, it can be shown that it is only possible

to obtain a complete description of the transition by taking into account

two additional deformation parameters. The transition can s t i l l be

continuou«.

To know the nature of the interaction terms in the Landau calcula-

tion we have subsequently calculated in a static approximation the struc-

tures that can result using a Hamiltonian in which electron-electron and

electron-lattice interactions were taken into account. Since the electron-

lattice interaction is strong and the electrons are well localized we use

a localized description of the interaction. For this purpose we developed
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a method to calculate localized displacement fields in a systematic way

from the normal coordinates of a vibrational band. The advantage of this

type of local coordinates is that their interactions can be derived from

the vibrational band structure, if some conditions are fulfilled.

Using local coordinates and a calculation of the electron-lattice in-

teraction in a static approximation we were able to derive four structure

types of which one is the structure of Cs„AuAuCl at ambient temperature

and pressure. A second type contains a group of structures corresponding

to the structures found for KCuF_. The thrid structure type was recently
•3

suggested for Cs_AuAuCl under pressure. The fourth structure has not been

found experimentally. Two of these structure types show a Jahn-Teller or-

dering and the other two charge ordering. I t i s , however, also possible to

consider the charge ordered structure of Cs AuAuCl- as a Kind of .Jahn-Teller

ordering made possible by charge ordering.
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SAMENVATTING

In dit proefschrift zijn de strukturen van KCu F„ en CsoAu Au Clg

met elkaar vergeleken. Beide verbindingen hebben een struktuur die door

een vervorming afgeleid kan worden gedacht van de kubische perovskiet

struktuur. In KCu F is de vervorming een gevolg van een koöperatief
II

Jahn-Teller effekt: het Cu -ion is omgeven door een verlengde oktaëder

van fluorionen. De verlengde Oktaeders rond het koperion zijn zodanig ge-

stapeld dat er twee subroosters ontstaan waarbij in het ene subrooster de

verlengde as in de kubische x-richting ligt en in het andere subrooster

langs de kubische y-as. Beide subroosters blijven kristallografisch equi-

valent. In Cs_Au Au Cl_ is de vervorming ten opzichte van de kubische

perovskiet struktuur eveneens zodanig dat er twee subroosters ontstaan. In

het ene subrooster is Au omringd door een verkorte oktaëder en in het

andere subrooster Au door een verlengde oktaBder.

Omdat beide verbindingen in een onvervormde kubische perovskiet

struktuur een sterke overeenkomst in elektronenstruktuur zouden vertonen

hebben wij de strukturen van beide verbindingen en hun relatie met de ku-

bische perovskiet struktuur met elkaar in verband gebracht. Dit is vooral

daarom van belang omdat de verbindingen te zien zijn als voorbeelden van

symmetrieverlaging ten gevolge van twee verschillende typen van elektro-

nische ordening: een koöperatieve Jahn-Teller ordening en ladingsordening.

Vergelijking van de strukturen kan het inzicht vergroten in de omstandig-

heden waaronder deze twee typen ordening optreden.

Door middel van een analyse volgens de Landau theorie van kontinue

fase-overgangen kan aangetoond worden dat de strukturen van beide verbin-

dingen kunnen ontstaan door middel van een kontinue fase-overgang vanuit

de kubische perovskiet struktuur ten gevolge van een vervorming met sym-

metrie F' (k=äji). De experimenteel vastgestelde struktuurgegevens laten

echter zien dat ook andere deformatieparameters een rol spelen. Het blijkt

echter mogelijk de totale overgang te beschrijven met behulp van twee

extra parameters zodanig dat de overgang kontinu kan blijven.

Om een idee te krijgen van de aard van de interakties die door de

bovengenoemde parameters worden gerepresenteerd hebhen wij vervolgens in

een statische benadering de strukturen berekend die kunnen ontstaan wan-
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neer we de systemen beschrijven met behulp van een Hamiltoniaan waarin

elektron-elektron en elektron-roosterinterakties in rekening worden ge-

bracht. Omdat de elektron-roosterinteraktie in de beschreven systemen sterk

is en de elektronen goed gelokaliseerd z i jn maken we gebruik van een gelo-

kaliseerde beschrijving van deze interaktie. We hebben daartoe een methode

ontwikkeld om gelokaliseerde verplaatsingen op een systematische manier

af te leiden van de normaalkoördinaten van een vibratieband. Met voordeel

van een dergelijk type gelokaliseerde koordinaten is dat de interakties

tussen de koordinaten uit de vibratiehandstruktuur van tiet systeem kunnen

worden afgeleid als aan bepaalde voorwaarden is voldaan.

Met behulp van lokale koordinaten en door middel van een berekening

van de elektron-roosterinteraktie in een statische benadering konden we

vier struktuurtypen afleiden waarvan er een korrespondeert met de struktuur

van Cŝ AuAuCl b i j kamertemperatuur en atmosferische druk. Een tweede type

bestaat u i t een groep strukturen die korrespondeert met de verschillende

strukturen die voor KCuF. gevonden z i j n . Met derde struktuurtype is onlangs

gesuggereerd voor Cs_AuAuCl„ onder hoge druk. De vierde struktuur is ex-

perimenteel niet gevonden. Twee van de struktuurtypen vertonen een Jahn-

Teller ordening en twee ladingsordening. Het is echter mogelijk om de

ladingsgeordende struktuur van Cs_AuAuClo te zien als een type Jahn-Teller
c b

ordening dat door ladingsordening wordt mogelijk gemaakt.
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